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One kool kat

By Sara Hoover

This U of M alumnus withstood a stint of homelessness in Los
Angeles to perform with a Grammy-winning R&B group and later
make an impact on the Memphis music scene.
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tion at the National Press Club in Washington, D.C., where she received the award and

The award is given in cooperation with the Association for Education in Journalism
and Mass Communication. Judges were from universities around the country, repre

Dear Alumni and Friends,

senting the AEJMC.
To remain a nationally recognized and progressive University, we must continue to
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Grusin, who has worked at the U of M since 1987, was nominated by journalism

address global concerns through our world-class research and cutting-edge technology.

chair James Redmond, who said, "Here is a person who has dedicated her life to

In this issue of The University of Memphis Magazine, you will read about professors

others, and now one of the top teachingawards in the nation recognizes that. She
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U of M professor named Teacher of the Year

College of Business & Economics to battle childhood obesity, an epidemic of rising
proportion. Through a community health course, nursing students are providing health
screenings to the homeless, elderly, war veterans and others in need. Researchers in our

has changed so many lives for the better, a truly amazing achievement by an amazing
college professor."
Added Otis Sanford, editor for opinion and editorials with The Commercial Appeal,

nationally ranked School of Audiology and Speech-Language Pathology are focusing on

"I've been around journalism practically all my life, and Grusin is one of the finest

a fluency communication disorder that affects millions of people each year.

journalism professors I have ever known. Students adore her, and working journalists

Another initiative that you will hear more about in the coming months is our effort to
become a more sustainable campus. Global warming and other environmental concerns
are progressing at alarming rates and on unprecedented scales. These issues have

respect her. Her dedication and passion for teaching and her commitment to The Teen
Appeal high school newspaper are what set her apart."
Dr. Elinor Kelley Grusin

the potential to cause tremendous health, social, economic and ecological problems
worldwide. Recently, on behalf of the University, I signed the American College and
University Presidents Climate Commitment. To address environmental challenges, we
are becoming a leader in sustainable technologies and practices, acting as a model for
MISSION
The University of Memphis is a doctoral degreegranting urban research university committed
to excellence in undergraduate, graduate and
professional education; in the discovery and
dissemination of knowledge; in service to the
metropolitan community, state and nation; and in
the preparation of a diverse student population for
successful careers and meaningful participation in
a global society. The University of Memphis remains
committed to the education of a non-racially
identifiable student body and promotes diversity
and access without regard to race, gender, religion,
national origin, age, disability or veteran status.

The University of Memphis
broke ground in June for
a new residence complex
to replace West Hall on
the U of M campus. Two
new buildings, with office
and classroom space as
well as living areas, will be
completed by March 2010.
The project will house
up to 496 students in
"neighborhoods" that will
each accommodate 18-22
students. The buildings are
expected to meet LEED
Silver Standards in terms of
sustainability and "green"
design. At the groundbreak
ing, from left: Dr. Patricia
Hoy, director of the Rudi E.
Scheidt School of Music;
Dr. Rosie Phillips Bingham,
vice president for Student
Affairs; Abby Hagan, presi
dent of the Student Gov
ernment Association; Dr.
Shirley Raines, president of
the University; Dr. Melinda
Jones, director of the
Honors Program; and Justin
Lawhead, associate dean of
students for Leadership and
Involvement.

the community. We co-hosted an electronics recycling day with Apple Computer which
was one of the largest in the history of the five-year-old program. A new residence hall
that is currently being constructed to replace West Hall is expected to meet LEED Silver
Standards in terms of sustainability and "green" design. It will be one of the first such
public buildings in the state.
In addition, the University recently became "greener" when the Tennessee Division
of Forestry and the Tennessee Urban Forestry Council certified our campus as a Level
2 Arboretum. A new Green Activity Fee initiated by students will fund technological
advances to make our facilities more energy efficient.
On October 7 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on the student plaza,the University will host a
Sustainable Technologies Awareness Day to which the public is invited. Our goal is to

largest system of higher education in the nation.
TBR is the governing board for this system, which
comprises six universities, 13 two-year colleges and
26 area technology centers. The TBR system enrolls
more than 80 percent of all Tennessee students
attending public institutions of higher education.
The University of Memphis' name, seal, logos and
Tigers are registered marks of the University of
Memphis and use in any manner is prohibited
unless prior written approval is obtained from the
University of Memphis. The University of Memphis
Magazine (USPS-662-550) is published quarterly by
the Division of Communications, Public Relations
and Marketing of the University of Memphis, 303
Administration Building, Memphis, TN 38152-3370.
Periodical Postage paid at Memphis, TN 38152.

encourage environmental awareness in the community. The U of M's Center for Biofuel
Energy and Sustainable Technologies is collaborating with several campus, community
and industry partners to display sustainable, eco-friendly projects underway or planned
for the near future.
These are just a few of our efforts, but they signify the U of M's commitment to being
a leader not only in our community but worldwide in addressing global concerns. The
University is fortunate to have such dedicated students and faculty to pursue research
and studies of world changing importance.

POSTMASTER; Send address changes to Alumni &
Development Office, The University of Memphis,
120 Alumni Center, Memphis, TN 38152-3760.
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Students go alternative for break

McFerren set to lead Hooks Institute
Daphene McFerren has definitely seen change over her life. She
grew up in the segregated South with civil rights leaders as parents in
Fayette County, Tenn. As a child, she was part of a class action lawsuit
to integrate Somerville (Tenn.) Elementary School. She attended Yale

Seeing those tears spurred McFerren tomake the career change.
She will continue to help her community, butfrom outside the court

The Hooks Institute's role will not be limited to that of a traditional
think tank. McFerren hopes to blend
research with community involvement.

became counsel to the Attorney General I

Memphis has issues that McFerren says

of the United States, Janet Reno.

will require hands-on solutions, and

Now McFerren's life is undergo

those issues can be improved through

ing another change. Recently she was

community programs supported by

named director of the Benjamin L.

faculty research already happening at the

Hooks Institute for Social Change at the

U of M.

University of Memphis. The Hooks Insti

"If I can find faculty who are doing

tute was established in 1996 as a public

work that is complementary to the Insti

policy research center to support urban

tute, I certainly wantto support them,"

research. It was named in honor of Dr.

said McFerren. "This is an opportunity

Benjamin Hooks for his leadership in the

to have a much broader impact through

American Civil Rights Movement.

programs, education and training."

After spending most of her career as

The Institute has unlimited potential,

an attorney in Washington, D.C., McFer

according to McFerren. She not only

ren is hoping to havea broader impact

ing walls and sanding doors to installing a dishwasher and lighting
fixtures. And most of these young women had little experience with
carpentry and construction.

This wasn't the case for five University of Memphis students,

"I had never gutted a house before," said Dortch, a senior market

though. During their break they strapped on their work boots,

ing management major. "I never would have expected me to go in

headed to Amarillo, Texas, and volunteered with Habitat for Human

there and pull nails and wires. I was amazed at myself, and I'd do it

ity through the U of M Alternative Spring Break program.

all again in a heartbeat."

The program offers students the opportunity to serve the commu
nity and hopes to create a-lasting relationship between the student
and service. Over its seven years, the program has worked in various

Dunlap said she wasn't surprised, though. The group displayed
incredible work ethic the entire week.
"When they finished a project they would just turn around and

locations, such as homeless shelters in Houston and Hurricane

start another one," said Dunlap, who not only supervised the group

Katrina relief efforts in Bay St. Louis, Miss.

but rolled up>her sleeves and worked, too. 'They didn't stand

This was the second time the Alternative Spring Break program
has teamed up with Habitat for Humanity. The program worked with
Habitat several years ago in High Point, N.C.
This year's group consisted of Kandice Dortch, Nicole Oliver,
Kathlyn Walter, Kylie Ware and Tara Woodard. Angie Dunlap, U of M
coordinator for student activities, accompanied the group.
Over the week, they worked 228 total service hours in three
Habitat properties. The group did a little bit of everything from paint

around and wait for someone to tell them what to do. They really
had a great spirit about them."
On the Wednesday of the trip, the group met a woman who
would be living in one of the houses. This woman and her daughter
had been waiting for their home since August, but various construc
tion setbacks delayed the process. However, the U of M spring
breakers sped up that process, and their help allowed the woman to
move in two weeks later.

wants to impact Memphis, she also

on the world of social change.

expects the Institute to serve as a tem

"As an attorney, you litigate case

plate for social change throughout the

by case," said McFerren. "Those cases

U.S. and even the world.

were great for me because I got to help
a victim and see justice prevail. The

sleep.

room.

and Harvard Law School, and eventually

Most college students spend their spring breaks lounging on a
beach, visiting mom and dad, or simply catching up on their beauty

Dapher

cFerren

cable to any urban city," said McFerren.

downside to prosecuting individual cases
is that your impact is limited."
McFerren loves practicing law, but one case illustrated for her how
limited that impact could be. She had just successfully prosecuted a
drug case against a man who had been selling crack in his commu
nity.
"We did our job by getting him off the streets," said McFerren. "He
was clearly a blight to the community,but as I walked past the eleva
tors, his two daughters were standing there sobbingand hurt"
McFerren says she could tell by how hard the two girls cried that

U of M gets new planned giving director

"The issues at the Institute are appli
Dan Murrell has been named

"It has a unique history and story to tell, and Ithink that story will be

director of planned giving, the

applicable not only locally, but nationally and I hope internationally."

Advancement Division has

This is not McFerren's first stop at the University,though. From June

A graduate of the U of M, Murrell has morethan 10 years of devel
opment experience. He served as director of development for the
Community Foundation of Memphis for the last two years.

announced. Murrell is responsible

2006 to May 2007, she was a visiting scholar at the Hooks Institute.

Prior to this, Murrell was the director of development and commu

for designing and implementing a

She had spent several years collecting material on the Fayette County

nity relations for Trezevant Manor. He was responsible for all activities

marketing plan to increase donor

of the Trezevant Manor Foundation, including annual and strategic

Civil Rights Movement and came to the U of M to finish her project

awareness of planned giving

Two of the prominent leaders of that movement were her parents,

planning efforts, budget development, communications, volunteer

opportunities and benefits, as well

coordination, board development and donor relations. During his ten

John and Viola. They allowed McFerren and her siblings to participate

as managing a portfolio of donors.

ure, he was successful in leading a campaign that raised more than

in marches and rallies. McFerren understood the significance of what

Murrell will also work with

$9 million in annual, capital and endowment funds.

seeing their father being sentencedto prison would have a lasting

was happening but didn't realize the peril that surrounded her parents

donors who are considering or

effect

and other activists.

making planned gifts and will

tion of Fundraising Professionals-Memphis Chapter, and serves on

provide counsel, technical support

the Executive Committee of the Planned Giving Councilof Greater
Memphis. He received his BA in French from Millsaps College and

Dan Murrell

"It was a crease in their life, andI believe it broke them in some

"I never saw them express fear," said McFerren. "I certainly had

ways," said McFerren. "Hopefully it made the community better, but

a child's view that my parents were invincible. I didn't have a clear

and training for major gift officers and senior University administrators.

the bottom line is that it didn't solve any issue for those children long

sense of the danger they faced." - byJ.D. Wilson

Additionally, he will develop a stewardship program for donors who
include the University of Memphis in their estate plans.

term."
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Murrell is past-president and current board member of the Associa

his MA in foreign languages from the U of M. He recently earned the
Certified Fundraising Executive (CFRE) designation.
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Lady Tigers add proven winner
Growing up in the rollinghills of the
Ozarks, Melissa McFerrin never considered
basketball a feasible profession. Women's

momentum when she graduated from
Cassville (Mo.) High School in 1978.

Tiger football player Andy Smith
was one of three student-athletes selected
to receive the 2008 Conference USA
Sportsmanship Award. It is the second
consecutive year a C-USA Sportsmanship
recipient has come from the Memphis
football team. Last year, former deep
snapper Rusty Clayton was one of five
student-athletes to receive the award.

HE UNIVERSI7

college basketball was just starting to gain

IMEMPHIS.

EMPb

McFerrin, the new Lady Tigers' basketball
head coach, accepted a scholarship to play
for the University of Missouri, but opportuni
ties were still very limited. Title IX certainly

if1 For the firsttime in Tiger baseball
history, four pitchers were drafted in the
2008 Major League Baseball First-Year
Players Draft. Pitchers Scott McGregor,
Neil Schenk, Will Hudgens and Chris
Kirkland were selected on the second
day of the draft. This marks the fourth
time four Tigers were drafted in the same
year, but the first time allfour were pitch
ers. Memphis had four student-athletes
selected in 1976, 1994 and 2004.

helped, but McFerrin never thought she'd
be in the position she is in today. She
would likely become a teacher and maybe
coach high school basketball.

IVERSIT

"When I was in school, it just wasn't a

Ph

viable professional option," said McFerrin.
"The decision to pursue coaching has been
one that has evolved over time."
As federal funds were increased, assistant

McFerrin, a University of Missouri alum, looks to bring an up-tempo offense and in-your-face
defense to Memphis. She said the Lady Tigers "will play very fast but also very disciplined."

coaches and graduate assistants were added
to college programs. In 1982 the NCAA
began sponsoring women's basketball.
"As the professions of college basketball
and professional basketball have grown,

New women's basketball head coach Melissa McFerrin comes to the U of M from American
University. Last year McFerrin was named the Patriot League Coach of the Year while leading the
Eagles to their first NCAA Tournament appearance in school history.

places to take advantage of those things,"
said McFerrin, who began her career as a

as well as a five-year stretch in the WNBA.
She assembled seven nationally ranked
recruiting classes at Ohio State, including

and administrative support, and top-notch
facilities.

be the class of Conference USA, to get back

"Memphis has incredible tradition in its

an opportunity to go to the Final Four. The

to the NCAA Tournament, and once we get

past," said McFerrin. "I feel that any time a

Mystics were a 3-27 team, and two years

there to have the opportunity to compete

program has been successful that the ingre

later we ended up in the playoffs."

and advance."

dients are in place to make it happen again.

those opportunities have simply presented
themselves, and I've been in the right

"Our goals are very high," said McFerrin.
"I unashamedly state that our goals are to

McFerrin expects that trend to continue

McFerrin plans to build this program from

In spite of the fact that our program isn't

graduate assistant at Wayland Baptist Uni

the No. 1 class in 1992 that helped the

versity in 1983. "Those opportunities devel

Buckeyes reach the 1993 NCAA Tourna

at the U of M. To start, she has assembled

the inside out. She said that the Memphis

where we want it to be, I think the potential

oped as my career did, and I was lucky to

ment championship game. As the general

her staff - one that she said "will make

area has a tremendous amount of talent,

is here without question."

be in great situations with great mentors."

manager for the WNBA's Washington

any head coach look good." She has also

and she wants those student-athletes to

Mystics, McFerrin led the team to its first

already inked a pair of high school recruits

represent the Lady Tigers.

McFerrin comes to the U of M after a

"We want to do this with Memphis kids

And after meeting with her new team,
McFerrin is confident that the potential will
transform into success.

four-year tenure at American University, and

play-off appearance in the organization's

in Ramses Lonlack-Nimpa and Christine

she brings with her a track record of turning

history.

"Moo Moo" Lesane along with University of

and with the support of the community,"

"This team is starved to be successful,"

Georgia transfer Brittany Carter.

said McFerrin. "From there we will start to

said McFerrin. "We want to make our mark

branch out, but we want to do it with a

here. I think the Memphis community is

strong presence of homegrown players."

eager to see a winner, and we're eager to

programs into winners. At AU, she led the

"Right now we are sitting in a position

"We are where we are, but this is a job

Eagles to their first ever NCAA Tournament

that's not as good as we want it to be,"

appearance while being named the 2008

said McFerrin, "but if you look at the track

we know how to do," said McFerrin. "We

Patriot League Coach of the Year. Before

record, when I first became associated

know that this vision can come true."

American, McFerrin had stints at the Univer

with Ohio State, it was kind of similar to

sity of Minnesota and Ohio State University,

that of Memphis. Three years later we had

6

And that vision is to become thepremier
program of Conference USA.
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Several factors attracted McFerrin to the
University, among them were past suc
cess, a strong recruiting base, community

SUMMER 2008

be that team."
— byJ.D. Wilson

# Tennis junior standout Benedikt
Fischer was selected to the Co-SIDA
Academic All-America Men's At-Large
Second Team. Fischer is the first Tiger ten
nis player ever to be named an Academic
All-American and the 16th student-athlete
in Memphis history to earn an Academic
All-American award. On the women's
side, sophomore Ashley Murdock was
named to the C-USA All-Conference
Second Team. Murdock was the first Lady
Tiger to earn all-conference honors since
2004.
& The men's golf team tied for 20th at
the NCAA East Regional at the Council Fire
Golf Course in Chattanooga. This was the
Tigers' first NCAA tournament appearance
since 1988.
tSfr Four members of the Softball team
were named to C-USA All-Conference
teams. Junior Leila Dolfo was selected to
the C-USA All-Conference Second Team
while Kimber Bossom and Maddie
McKinley were named to the All-Fresh
men Team. Senior Lindsay Kelso was
selected to the C-USA All-Academic Team.
For the latest in Tiger
and Lady Tiger sports, visit
http://gotigersgo.collegesports.com
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BY GREG RUSSELL

Hometown hero
A young man who spent countless hours on the U of M campus shows what dreams are made of.

It was "kid stuff' trouble that landed Gil Stovall in the pool.

"The first night, when I made the team, I didn't fall asleep until

Sixteen or so years later, he is set to make an even bigger splash,

four in the morning," he says. "That was the last time I looked

but this time on the world stage.

at the clock. I still had the 100 fly left and I had to get refocused

"After my sister started swimming, me and my brother were

and I couldn't spend all my time reflecting. I had to get back to a

asked my parents if we could start swimming and they were tired

regular schedule pretty quickly."
The one clock that mattered that night was one that must have

of keeping an eye on us, so they said, 'Sure.'"

flashed brightly a thousand times in Stovall's mind: 1:53.86.

always running around getting into trouble," says Gil, 22. "We

This kid stuff eventually grew to "man stuff': One brother

At dinner with Team Stovall after the finals, there was still

Beijing. They both got their "training wheels," so to speak, for a

disbelief.
"I kept looking at him," says Dottie. "Second faster swimmer

sport they so dearly love on the University of Memphis campus

in the world in history: my brother. I am still trying to make that

as members of the Memphis Tiger Swimming Club.

connection. To me, he is Gil, my little brother. To think of him in

wound up in Iraq, the other in this month's Olympic Games in

Sound like storybook drama? This is a tale that one day might
show up as a "coming-to-a-theater-near-you" flick.
"They were just boys," says sister Dottie, 24, peppering her

that big of a light is hard to get to."
For Gil to qualify for the team, he had to finish second in the
finals. To some, including NBC announcer Rowdy Gaines, it was

recollection of a sister growing up with two brothers with laugh

a foregone conclusion that Michael Phelps and training partner

ter. "They played, and played rough and were very competitive.

Davis Tarwater would swim to the two top spots in the 200m but

[They were] always trying to outdo their older sister because that

terfly and Olympic berths — both had the fastest times going into

would be a big defeat. We were always looking for some way to

the finals.

race. We'd set up obstacles in the house, try to time each other
and beat each other. There was always a lot of wrestling going
on."

But that wouldn't make for a very good story, would it? So Gil
came through for himself, for his fans.
"The race went pretty much exactly how I thought it would,"

If they had been wrestlers, they would have made for a tag

he says. "He [Tarwater] and Phelps went out faster than me, but I

team Jerry Lawler would have killed for. Dottie is now a coach

swam my own race. I told myself if I can see Tarwater at the 150,

for Memphis Tiger Swimming; Brooks, by some accounts equally

I am pretty sure I can get him. So sure enough, when I turned at

talented as brother Gil, is eyeing a comeback in the pool at West

the 150, as I touched the wall, he was a little bit ahead of me, but

Point after a stint in Iraq; and Gil, who fellow swimmers have

he was still doing his turn. I knew it then. I was like, 'I can do

tagged "the future of the sport," swam the second fastest 200
meter butterfly in history at the Olympic trials in July to make

this.'"
If there is ever a moment when a young athlete moves to the

j

this year's games. He swims preliminaries August 11.

next level, this surely was Gil's defining moment. He reeled in

?

Big stuff, eh? Just ask the man himself.

8

Tarwater to finish second in 1:53.86, three seconds better than
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

his previous best and the second best mark ever in the event. If
there had been another 50 meters left, he might have gotten the
world's greatest swimmer in Phelps. Nice poolside dramatics,
yes, but maybe the best is yet to come.
"If you look back at the NCAAs in the 200 fly this past year,
it is amazing that he bettered that record, which was a 17- or
18-year-old record," says former Tiger coach David Smith, who
coached Gil the last six years before college. "He is just get
ting into his own now. He is maturing, and he is going to be a lot
better. He doesn't realize how good he is going to be as he gets
older."
Like a good distance runner who uses a strong kick to pull
ahead of opponents at the end of races, Gil lets others set the
pace, sitting back in the pack but finishing with a vengeance.
"It is what I train for, it is the way my coaches train me," says
Gil. "We do stuff every day working on the last 50, really pushing
no matter how much it is hurting. I do it enough in practice to
give myself confidence that I can do it in a meet. I just know that
I have it."
Says Smith, "He has really learned how to race. The way he got
second in the 200 fly, he came back on his third 50, and on that
last 50 going in he made a tremendous move the last 15 to 20
meters."
So how does Gil keep getting faster? He will tell you that he
doesn't know, but Dottie believes she has the answer.
"He's got the confidence this year that has taken him awhile
to get to," she says. "I think, when it comes to, 'Hey, I have this

MTS swimming in success

one shot,' he puts all of his heart into it, especially that last 50
meters. He knows there are tons of people in Memphis support
ing him. He not only wanted to do it for himself, but for all of the

The Student Recreation Center boasts

other people who are fans."

about him and the role model that he has been for their kids,"
says Dottie. "And how excited they are for him making the team

Richardson won a silver medal

two Olympic-size pools and an outdoor

in the 800m free style in 1984.

25-yard short course diving well. The

Tiger Swimming 40 years ago, Nixon

Besides Stovall, three other MTS swimmers

pools include short course and long

was in office, the Vietnam War raged

- Lauren Harrington, Brooke Watson and

on and no Olympic swimmers had ever

Keith Laabs — took part in this year's trials in

been produced in the Memphis area.

Omaha in July.

When recently retired U of M faculty mem

Gil says he has always looked up to the Ian Crockers of the
world. Now it is his turn.
"I have had several parents come to me teared up just talking

become a national force in producing elite
swimmers.

ber Richard "Dick" Fadgen began Memphis
Gil Stovall, with sister Dottie (top) and brother Brooks (above), will
swim preliminaries Aug. 11 in Beijing. He says of the Olympics, "It is an
honor. I have been on national teams and at World Games but never on
this level have I gotten to represent the U.S. It is an amazing feeling."

because he is such a special person. I think he is a dream role

My, have times changed.

"We started from scratch over at the old

course non-turbulent lane lines, 32 start
ing blocks, an overhead observation deck
and two Colorado 5000 timingsystems with
display.

model as a person and as an athlete. I am glad he is in that spot.

Gil says. "The way that he has stepped up and taken responsibil

We definitely need good role models."

ity for himself, especially being over in Iraq. He is an awesome

With Gil Stovall making this year's U.S.

Kennedy pool (Park Avenue Campus)," says

Former coach David Smith observes,

guy-"
This story is sure to have many more chapters. You can bet it

Olympic Swim Team, a total of four alums of

Fadgen. "It has grown and grown ever since.

"We don't have competitive swimming at

Gil arrived in Beijing about a week before the August 8 open
ing ceremonies after training with the U.S. swim team in Palo

.

the program have competed on the world's

"We have had a great number of swim

the NCAA level here, so we have had a lot
of kids that go to other universities. But a lot

will be a page-turner.
"Obviously I am still very excited about a good swim, but now i

most grand athletic stage: Gabrielle Rose,

mers come through here over the years,"

daughter of U of M philanthropist Mike Rose,

he adds. "My dentist is one of my former

come back to the U of M to get their gradu

Brooks, a fierce opponent when the two swam against each other

that I have made the team and achieved one goal, it is time to

swam for Brazil in 1996 and the U.S. in

swimmers, my lawyer is one of my former

ate degrees."

in the Tiger swim club — but a brother who has endured more

move on to the next," says Gil. "It is not just about making the 1

2000; Jon Olsen, who was a silver medalist

swimmers, my doctor, too."

than his share of personal struggles — has been a motivator.

team, it is about bringing home medals. That is where my head is

four times as part of a relay team, took part

right now."

in the 1992 and 1996 games; and Michelle

Alto, Calif., and recently in Singapore.
Adding to the storybook tale almost on cue, Gil says that

"With the decisions he has had to make in the past year and
the hardships he has been through, he has been an inspiration,

•

Stay tuned. <4%
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Fadgen says the facilities the U of M offers
is a major reason the club has grown and

The club averages 150 to 180 swimmers
at any one time. Ages range from 5 to 18.
Their Web site is memphistigerswimming.

BYJ.D. WILSON

Speak easy
The U of M's School of Audiology and Speech-Language Pathology offers hope to those
with a frustrating and sometimes embarrassing problem that can greatly hinder an individual's life.

Most of Walt Manning's friends probably thought chocolate was

professor in the University of Memphis' School of Audiology and

his favorite flavor of ice cream. It was, after all, what he normally

Speech-Language Pathology, where the audiology program is

ordered as a kid. His taste buds actually craved a big scoop of

ranked 8th and speech-language pathology is ranked 13th in the

vanilla, though.

nation by U.S. News & World Report.

"I'll have v-v-v-chocolate," Manning would say.
Manning was and is a person who stutters.
"Vanilla very quickly became a very powerful and feared word

Stuck in a moment
Jack, a junior high student from Nebraska, quickly completed

for me," says Manning. "Something as simple as ordering ice

an in-class quiz. After everyone in the class finished, the teacher

cream became this huge, huge deal."

called out the answers and the students graded their own work.

So he'd always get chocolate. Not bad, but it also wasn't what

Jack made a 95 on the quiz. The teacher had each student stand

he wanted. Manning was trying to survive in a fluent world

up and say his or her name and grade. Jack stood and began to

without humiliating himself. In grade school he would pretend to

say 95 but got stuck. He quickly thought 85, but he knew he'd get

not know an answer or purposely answer questions wrong to keep

stuck on that word, too. "Seventy-five," came fluently out of his

from stuttering.

mouth, and the teacher recorded that score. He quietly sat back
down at his desk. Jack just wanted to sound like everybody else. No
one called it stuttering, but that's exactly what it was.

After spending his adolescent and undergraduate years hiding
from his problem, Manning decided to face his stuttering head on.
He learned of a therapy program for people who stutter at Penn
State, 75 miles away from his hometown of Williamsport, Pa.
"I didn't care what it took or cost," says Manning, who was
unable to qualify for the officer candidate programs in the
Marines and Air Force during the Vietnam War because of his
stuttering.
At Penn State, Manning met Dr. Eugene Cooper and under
went six months of intensive therapy. He learned to approach his
stuttering instead of running from it. A routine assignment was
to make, record and analyze 35 phone calls to learn how he stut
tered. The therapy piqued his interest in the field of disfluency.
He wanted to help people the same way he had been helped.
With Cooper as a mentor, he enrolled in the master's program at
Penn State and a few years later received his PhD from Michigan
State University. Today, Dr. Manning is associate dean and
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Stuttering affects about 1 percent of the U.S. population - or
3 million people. The overwhelming majority of developmental
stuttering begins in early childhood. Many children stutter for a
period of six months or more, but almost three-quarters of those
children will recover by late childhood.
"A lot of young kids are very nonfluent," says Manning.
"They're having phrase repetitions, interjections, revisions and
incomplete phrases. It sounds like stuttering in the sense that
they're repeating."
When a child is evaluated, the speech pathologist looks for
normal fluency breaks. The less typical disfluencies (single syl
lable word repetitions, part-word repetitions, prolongations and
blocks) are called stuttering-like disfluencies. If the child does
indeed stutter, the speech pathologist will determine if the child
will recover without intervention.

Manning says that people who continue to stutter through
adolescence and into adulthood have a much more difficult time
becoming fluent and altering their coping responses. He went
through his own horror stories as a teen. He had trouble saying
Williamsport. When someone asked where he was from, he gave
the person a roundabout answer.
"I'd start off 'ah-ah-ah' to get my speech started," says
Manning. "Then I'd avoid having to say the name of my home
town by telling them it was a little town about 85 miles north of
Harrisburg (Pa.). They'd ask, 'Lock Haven?' I'd say, 'No, it's actu
ally west of Lock Haven,' and this would go on until they guessed
it.
"I'd come across like someone who didn't know where he lived,
or worse - someone who was rather strange. But I was just afraid
to say Williamsport."
And that fear causes a lot of people to avoid their problem.

U of M clinical associate professor Julie Marshall leads a weekly adult therapy group at the Memphis Speech and Hearing Center-East on the Park Av
enue campus. In each session, individuals state their weekly goals, and the group completes a speaking exercise. In some instances they play games
like Catch Phrase, where there is time pressure to speak.

"Most people are so desperate," says Manning. "People will do
some bizarre and maladaptive things."
Manning has known people who wouldn't buy a house because

Stuttering Modification does not immediately eliminate the

the street name started with an "H" or wouldn't buy a Ford
because they had trouble with "F."
"That's the way you function," says Manning. "In many ways
these are natural responses to a very scary situation that you

Landrus Burress shared with the Memphis Speech and Hearing Center
support group about having to give a presentation at work. Burress said
he really had to concentrate on several words, but overall the presenta
tion wasn't that bad.

desperately want to avoid. If you don't believe me, try posing as a
person who stutters for a day or two."
Many stutterers do not seek help until the problem becomes so

congratulated her, and the moderator asked, "So what did you
think?" Jill says, "It was good. The only problem was I had a

big that they "hit a wall." Manning's story of waiting until early

soda, some fries and six hamburgers." Everyone laughed, includ

adulthood is typical. At this point, the responsibilities of life

ing Jill.

begin to pile on, and the grip stuttering holds becomes too tight.
"A lot of people realize that it isn't going away," says Manning.

Julie Marshall, clinical associate professor of speech-language
pathology at the U of M, helps people who stutter every day at the

"They can't get the job they want, or they can't go on a date.

University's Memphis Speech and Hearing Center (MSHC). She

There are a million things, but once they start to approach and

sees stutterers in all shapes, sizes and colors.

deal with their stuttering their quality of life improves drasti
cally."
But many people don't even know that treatment is available.
"There are a lot of great programs and clinicians out there,"

When a person comes to the MSHC, the patient must be evalu
ated. This involves a case history form, speech analysis and an
interview.
"We talk to them about their life," says Marshall. "We try to

says Manning. "A lot of people are not aware though, so they

find out how much their stuttering impacts their daily activities.

don't seek help."

From there we make recommendations."

Humor in hamburgers
Jill sat in a circle of fellow stutterers. The therapy group was
sharing the past week's homework assignment. They were supposed
to put themselves in a situation theytypically avoided because of
their stuttering. Jill went through a fast-food drive-thru. Every
time the voice came from the box she would freeze, but this time
she stuck with it. "Ifinally got up enough courageand just did it,"
says Jill. "1went, Til have a hamburg-hamb-hambur-hamburhamburg-hamburger, an order of fries and a cola.'" The group

Those recommendations vary from person to person. Some
involve very intensive individual therapy or group therapy.
The MSHC uses a combination approach of Fluency Shaping

his doctored students, Manning is currently doing research to

easier, more fluent-sounding stutter. Stuttering Modification also

understand how people cope with their stuttering as they go

addresses anxiety issues associated with stuttering.

through therapy. The research looks at several data sets, but

"This looks at stuttering with a more whole-person approach,"
says Marshall. "It does change the way someone stutters, but it
also looks at the life impact of stuttering along with the social
ramifications like shame and avoidance."
Avoidance is a major hurdle in treating stuttering. Approaching
the problem is the key to any type of therapy, according to

Manning says the most interesting part of the research is the
analysis of the patients' personal narratives.
Each patient is asked to write a short essay about himself or
herself. Manning and his team then analyze each narrative and
extract pawn statements and origin statements.
"Pawn statements are negative. 'I can't do this, or I'm help

Manning and Marshall, and a patient simply disclosing to others

less,"' says Manning. "Origin statements are more active and

that he or she stutters is an enormous first step.

positive. 'I'm going to take action and do this.'"

"They're just trying to survive," says Manning. "Avoidance is

Manning hopes to develop a procedure that will help clini

not the best coping response, but it's a natural coping response.

cians predict long-term success for their patients. He believes

Understanding that is very important for clinicians."

this procedure will be a better indicator of success because it is

Marshall adds, "It usually takes a period of rapport building
before someone opens up. Once they do, though, I would say that
almost everyone who is committed makes some degree of positive
change."
Winning the race
Manning spends most of his time conducting research and
presenting workshops along with writing and editing for journals.

and Stuttering Modification therapies. Fluency Shaping helps

He does still teach several classes at the U of M, and every so often

the patient speak more fluently by changing and controlling the

he will stutter. "When I'm in front of a class and get stuck, I have

physical behaviors behind the stuttering.
"It's almost like physical therapy for the mouth," says

to keeping from smiling," says Manning. "This used to be a hor
rible thing. Now I get a big kick out of it." He has given himself

Manning. "It's really like reprogramming how you talk, and

permission to stutter. "I'm not going to avoid it. I'll stick with it

research is beginning to show that cortical and subcortical

and modify it. I'll 'g-g-gggo like that' and stutter and turn it into

changes do take place as a result of treatment."

a good, easy stutter."
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Relapse can almost be guaranteed with stuttering. Along with

stutter. Instead, this technique modifies the stutter into an
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individualized to each patient. Other tools are more generic and
do not apply to the individual, according to Manning.
"We think this might be a more sensitive indicator because it's
driven by their individual story," says Manning.
Ultimately, though, it's up to each person to make a change in
his or her own life.
"I'm really a coach, and they're running the race," says
Manning. "Not much is going to change in a one-hour session, so
they have to work on their own in their daily lives.
"It's their race and their story, and they can take the action to
change. That's the heart of the story," concludes Manning.
Do you or someone you know want helpwith a stuttering problem?
Contact the Memphis Speech and HearingCenter at 901/678-5858

BY GREG RUSSELL

Weighty issues
Childhood obesity in the U.S. is a rising epidemic that may have far reaching consequences.
Three professors at the U of M are tackling this issue with research designed to trim down the problem.

On a cold, blustery morning in early December, U of M profes

tation of the policy. The objective of our study is to help policy

sor Dr. Ben Dyson laced up his running shoes and went for a

makers understand what contextual factors might influence

"simple" 13-mile run in downtown Memphis.

policy implementation at the front end so their potential to have a

"I value the many benefits of exercise," says Dyson, who was
taking part in the St. Jude Half Marathon.
In other words, you might say Dyson practices what he

meaningful impact on the problem of obesity will be greater."
And what better spot for the study? Men's Health Journal last
year named Memphis as the most unfit city in the United States.

preaches.
Dyson, along with Fogelman College of Business & Economics

It doesn't take a Richard Simmons or a Jack LaLanne to figure

professor Dr. John Amis and College of Education professor Dr.

don't have to look long to find children who have biggie sized it

Paul Wright, are reaching into the community with research to

one time too many.

battle a rising epidemic in the United States: childhood obe

out the problem: just take a stroll through local schools and you

"Tennessee is one of the worst states in the nation for child

sity. The three professors combined with Center for Community

hood obesity and obesity in general," says Amis. "Mississippi

Health director Dr. Ken Ward to receive a $200,000 grant from

is ranked No. 1 for childhood obesity and Tennessee is usually

the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation for a two-year study that
examines how legislation mandating physical education trickles

around No. 3."
Data from a recent study by the Centers for Disease Control

down to schools and how the weight of school children is ulti

and Prevention shows 32 percent of American schoolchildren

mately affected.

are overweight. In 1980, 6.5 percent of children age 6 to 11 were

"Obesity among school-age kids has increased dramatically

obese, but by 1994 that number had risen to 11.3 percent and

in the last 30 years," says Dyson. "The stats are horrendous. It

has climbed to 17 percent at present. An obese child is one that

is related to diet and the amount of exercise a person gets. We

has a body mass index at or above the 95th percentile on U.S.

have had a tremendous decrease in physical education in schools

growth charts. Overweight is defined as at or above the 85th

since the early 1990s."
Adds Amis, "Childhood obesity is the critical social issue of
our time. What we're trying to understand is how the context of
what goes on in schools makes it difficult to implement policies

percentile.
Only about 5 percent of children in the 1960s and 1970s were
in the obese range.
The three professors and two graduate assistants studied eight

regarding P.E. There is clearly a problem because policies are

area rural and city schools to develop an understanding of how

not being implemented effectively. We want to find out why this

physical education policies are being interpreted in schools and

is the case."
Wright says the potential impact of the study will help improve

why or why not these policies are making an impact.

the policy process. 'Too often, policies are simplistic and do not

parents and the students to find out what happens in their schools

consider practical issues around communication and implemen

in regards to P.E.," says health and sport sciences graduate

"We interview P.E. teachers, principals, guidance counselors,
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Association. One of its initiatives, the
FIT Kids Act, would allow for funding for
physical education within "No Child Left
Behind."
Dyson, along with representatives from
the AHA, University of Tennessee and
Vanderbilt, are part of a Tennessee Task
Force designed to develop an obesity plan
for the state.
"The bottom line, it is a very complex
issue," he says. "It needs to be attacked
by a number of folks at a number of dif
ferent levels."
Ferry, a former U of M track standout
who is still fit, says he doesn't want to see
society crumble with health-care costs.
"People are blaming fast food, schools,
video games — I don't know if any one
These Memphis-area school children that are taking part in a "Let Me Play" field day sponsored by Nike on the U of M campus have stayed fit and
trim by knowing the value of exercise. Researchers at the U of M are studying the benefits of physical exercise as part of a curriculum in area schools.

thing is to blame. I think it is a cultural
thing. I just want to try to get kids mov
ing. A kid doesn't know what he or she is

"One problem is that some principals

assistant Hugh Ferry. Ferry and manage

through high schools was greatly dimin

ment doctoral student James Vardaman

ished across the country. Many schools

are saying walking to class is physical

doing to him- or herself. I don't want to

are two graduate students involved in the

completely did away with P.E. At Mid-

activity," says Dyson. "They can get their

see all these people starting life off when

study who have done "sterling work," the

South high schools, kids are required to

90 minutes in by the kids walking to class

they're done with high school with this

researchers say.

only take one year of P.E. from grade 9 to

or getting kids to stand up in their math

massive disorder."

12. Half of that year is spent in a class

class and doing five minutes of jumping

room studying wellness. "And we ask why

jacks."

Amis says that the researchers are find
ing that school administrators are under

Adds Dyson, "Obesity can act like
a disease, and once it takes a hold of
somebody, then it becomes a pathologi

He says that it is important to articu

immense pressure to show academic prog

our adolescents are overweight," Dyson

ress among their students. Often, physical

says.
"My child bought a gym uniform and

late the difference between P.E., which

cal problem. It is related to someone's

involves more structured activities, and

physiology, to someone's health habits, to

"No Child Left Behind has come in

never used it," says Elizabeth Walker,

physical activity, which he says can be

and moved the goal post — teachers and

whose child attends a Shelby County

"anything."

principals and other administrators are
now getting very visibly assessed on how

school.
A bipartisan bill initiated by state

police," Dyson says. "There are no

children perform academically," says

senators Bill Ketron, Roy Herron and

accountability mechanisms to determine

Amis. "So what we are seeing is that

Craig Fitzhugh was passed in Tennessee

that kids are being physically active in

education is being ignored.

"There are no physical education

anything that is not considered one of

last year that mandates 90 minutes of

schools. So at the moment in Tennessee,

these academic marker subjects is going

physical activity per week for school age

even though it is a law and its K-12, many

by the wayside. That might be art, music

kids. Legislators funded the Coordinated

kids don't exercise.

or physical education."

School Health program at $14 million,

"There are middle schools in this

much less than the $60 million Ketron

city I am aware of that do not have P.E.

well in their TCAP or Gateway, the

sought. "Money is a key factor [in man

in Grade 6, 7 or8 ... it depends on the

administrators are satisfied. The health of

dating daily P.E.]," says Dyson.

school and it depends on the principal's

Adds Dyson, "As long as they're doing

The researchers say they have discov

focus. These principals are breaking the

the student is not on the agenda."
Dyson says that much of the problem

ered that when legislation is passed, there

law. Those kids are not getting 90 minutes

began in the early 1990s when an empha

is a "disconnect between the policy and

of physical activity — they can't be."

sis on physical education in elementary

how it filters down to schools."
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Ultimately, the researchers me hope
The researchers say that currently there

cal education within the schools — not

ful that the study will cause educators to

is not much incentive or motivation for

just to the teachers, but also to the kids as

understand the importance of P.E.

kids to take part in structured P.E. activi

well," he says.

ties.
"We have found that kids' participa
tion in Memphis City Schools is very low
— they sit out or aren't even dressed for

Dyson says the study also examined

"It seems as if we're sort of in a state of
panic because of this childhood obesity

what kids do after school and how that

epidemic," says Dyson. "People are

might affect their weight.

scrambling and wanting to do something

"We asked kids, 'What do you do when

about it. One of the ways to work on it is

it," Dyson notes. "We have kids avoid

you go home from school?"' says Dyson.

P.E. I really do think that we can make a

ing P.E. Why? The P.E. content isn't very

"Number one, they said they talk on the

interesting. I get very frustrated with P.E.

difference."

phone, they text message, they watch

teachers because the content they offer is

TV, they get on the Internet. We asked

not stimulating."

kids what they like to eat; they said,

"If we're going to be one of the great

'McDonalds.'"
At the national level, Dyson says a

urban universities, if we are truly going to

just a place to house students. "All these
things add up to a psychological message

major driving force to combat childhood

great issues and this is certainly one of

being sent about the importance of physi

obesity has been the American Heart

them," Amis says. ^

Amis says the gym is often seen as
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Amis says he feels it is the University's
responsibility to focus on the problem.

be that, then we have to be addressing the

BY GREG RUSSELL

A healthy choice
The U of M's Loewenberg School of Nursing has quietly established itself
as a nationally recognized program that is producing top leaders in the field of health care.

The cuff is not too tight, not too loose — a mere millimeter

to the community. By offering free nursing services at community

in the wrong direction could cause an uncomfortable squeeze

centers, libraries, senior citizen facilities, clinics that offer assis

and immediate distrust. But the caregiver, Allison Adams, a

tance to the homeless, and health fairs, such as the one at the U

University of Memphis student finishing up her requirements for

of M football practice fields, Loewenberg is providing essential

a nursing degree, completes the blood pressure exercise to per

services even before students graduate. The School, through

fection. The patient, several tests later, comes away with a profes

a course offered by nursing professor Lawrette Axley, even

sionally conducted exam. With NFL stars DeAngelo Williams

ventures overseas to such places as the Dominican Republic to

and Reggie Howard just a couple of hundred yards away con

provide free health care services to needy people.

ducting a youth camp at the Billy J. Murphy Athletic Complex,

"The under-insured population benefits from this because they

Allison is proving, also, that she is ready for the big leagues, the

get screenings that they ordinarily would not get on a routine

professional ranks. Call this her field of dreams, too.

basis," says clinical instructor Janelle Smalls.

The University's Loewenberg School of Nursing has become an

"We visit impoverished populations that have limited access

intricate part of health care in the Mid-South, producing hun

to health care, people who might not get the services they would

dreds of nurses who have become stars in their field. These U of

be getting with a primary physician," adds Loewenberg professor

M nurses are often introduced to the community via a required

Gloria Carr. "They get so much out of this nursing service."

senior-level Community Health Care course that provides ben

The nurses provide blood pressure readings, screenings for

efits both ways: the nurses get clinical experience they might not

diabetes and other diseases, weight and height exams, and

find in a traditional hospital setting while community members,

prevention education. They check a patient's medications to

often impoverished, receive top-of-the-line health care services

ensure the person is not taking something he or she shouldn't.

and education for free. It is a win-win situation for all involved

"We focus on prevention and health promotion," says Smalls.

and a reason why the Loewenberg School has grown in both pres

"We teach them how to prevent the disease process so they don't

tige and numbers the past decade.

end up in a hospital.

It is community health care courses such as this one that
provide a true picture of how important Loewenberg has become
SUMMER 2008

"With youth, we teach them about exercise and proper diet to
prevent them from becoming obese," Smalls continues. "It has a
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U of M Nurse Leadership Program
will help meet profession's critical needs
As the nursing shortage in Tennessee and

Executives, leaders in the American Organi

of the Journal of Nursing Administration

the nation continues to concern leaders of

zation of Nursing Executives, a researcher

and in the March-April issue of Nursing

the health care community, the Loewen

whose work is funded by the National

Economics. The program was featured at

berg School of Nursing at the University of

Institutes of Health (NIH), nurse CEOs of

the 41 st annual: meeting of the American

Memphis is doing its part to develop nurs

major hospitals and health care systems,

Organization of Nursing Executives in April

ing leaders who can meet that challenge.

and an American Nurses Credentialing

One of the School's current initiatives is ' ,j

Center (ANCC) Magnet Commissioner and

the Executive Master of Science in Nursing

ANCC Magnet appraisers.

(E-MSN) degree program.

The E-MSN curriculum is unique in that

The program will be the first of its kind

Loewenberg School of Nursing students offered a free health fair for school children on the Park Avenue campus in July as part of a Community
Health Care course. The nurses administer several health tests such as blood pressure readings to senior citizens, the homeless, war veterans and
others in need. Not only do they offer health screenings, they also seek to prevent the disease process through education.

it uses as its foundation the core com

in the United States when it begins this

petencies of the ANCC's 14 Forces of

fall, and it promises to become One of the

Magnetism, the American Organization of

nation's premier master's degree programs;

Nursing Executives (AONE) andffhe Robert.

for the education and career development

Wood Johnson Executive Nurses Fellows
programs.

of nurse executives: Using as a model

The U of M E-MSN program and its

nationally recognized master of 'business

major impact on the health care industry

"My community experience in hospice

when we do prevention and health promo

nursing was a truly emotionally charged

tion up front."

Hoffman says the nursing program as a

administration degree programs; the >3

;

whole continues to expand, which is good

of M E-MSN program; will offer 37 credit It-

one," says Forbes. "I witnessed many

news to Memphis-area health care facili

hours over two years on a part-time basis.

"I try to find the students places to go

families from Memphis struggle to provide

ties. Memphis is recognized as one of the

within the community that are truly needy

to students, so that they may continue their

care for their terminally ill relatives while

largest medical centers in the country.

where we can do helpful things," says

they themselves were in need of desperate

course director Joy Hoffman.
"It benefits the students to get out and
see what kinds of needs are out in the
community and to see the different roles
that nursing can play in the community.

medical, financial and emotional help. I

students will be selected:by.their, employ

facility that would also house the School

experienced the pure joy and inspiration

ers for application to the E-MSN program,

of Audiology and Speech-Language

that we brought to the patients and their

Pathology, soon comes to fruition.

families as we provided care.
"Many of the patients were homebound

"Right now our faculty and facilities
are spread across campus," she says.

and their families did not have a means of

ented — very bedside oriented — so this

"We have some classes in Newport and

transportation to access needed medical

shows them a different side of nursing.

some on the other side of campus in the

care, so we provided these services to the

And a lot of our students are young and

Fogelman building. It is hard to commu

individuals and other patients in the com

nicate when all of our professors can't be

munity," Forbes says.

sometimes a litdesheltered so we take

January, February and MareH 2008 issues

employment in the nursing profession. The

Hoffman is hopeful that a new nursing

A lot of our students are very hospital ori

innovative, curriculum was profiled in the

;

based on the employers1 .determination 'of-:
their "high performance and.high potential"
The majority of the program will be
taught online,, so nurse leaders can work at
times and. from: places that make it feasible
for them tb tpmplete the-program', while
remaining: w-feihprofessional positions. At

housed in the same area because of space

the beginning and'erid lof each semester,'.:-T

provided care at Crossroads Hospice, "I

gone to without the required course."

limitations.
'The program is growing and we are

students will attend intensive two-day see-

didn't know existed and wouldn't have

enjoyed getting to play an active role in

taking in more people. A new facility

by nationally recognized nurse leaders. . .

the care of the clients. I worked with the

would allow us to do so much more and

doctors, the hospice nurse, the facil

serve the community so much better,

ity nurses and with nurse technicians.

Hoffman says.

them to places in the community that they

The students often come away from the
course feeling as if they have made a dif
ference in someone's life.
Brittany Forbes spent time working at a
residential hospice in Memphis.

Adds student Audra Lewis, who

I feel we offered the most cost-effective
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recognized as some of the most outstandl. •
ing in the nation. Among them are: Fellows

lows of the American: College.of Healthcare:

hospice client."
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;

The U of M's E-MSN teaching faculty are. ':

of the American Academy, of Nursing/Fel-.:

and highest quality care possible for the

:

sions on campus, where they will be taught' •:

2008.
More information about the E-MSN pro
gram is available online at http://nursing.
memphis.edu or from Dr. Joan Thomas via
.email at jthomas 1 @memphis.edu
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(>ne kool kat
"Perseverance" fits well into Gerard Harris' vocabulary.
The U of M alumnus withstood a stint of homelessness in Los Angeles to perform
with a Grammy-winning R&B group and later make an impact on the Memphis music scene.

Gerard Harris sat at his keyboard, playing integral chord

Harris, though, dropped out of Clark and after his parents

parts. The sold-out crowd in front of the stage cheered and

kicked him out of home, he moved to Los Angeles to work in his

danced to the music, but they couldn't see Harris. He was off

uncle's store. The job didn't last long and he soon found himself

stage, hidden away from the rest of the group, Kool & the Gang.

bouncing from one place to another, virtually homeless. He held

For the first year and a half Harris played with the chart-topping

on to his life's passion, music, by playing guitar in a local band.

R&B group, they would not let him play on stage.

But the ride only got bumpier.

It was better than his days spent homeless in Los Angeles,

Before a band rehearsal, Harris left his Les Paul guitar unat

though. Luckily for Harris, a native Memphian, the University

tended for a brief moment in the hallway of a friend's apartment.

of Memphis provided a turning point in his life. The school pro

When he returned, it was gone. Unable to imagine his world

vided a springboard for him to travel the world as a successful

without a guitar, Harris sold his beige Volkswagen Beetle for a

jazz guitarist and keyboardist.

Gibson guitar.

Out of luck in L.A.
Harris' musical career began like most other's — seeing
for the first time someone play an instrument in person. As a
youngster, he watched the piano player at Mount Moriah East
Baptist Church. He convinced his mother to buy a piano and
took lessons, but his piano teacher "used to go to sleep during
my lessons and I kind of got disinterested."
He found a new love in the guitar. "I was satisfied with staying
home picking on the guitar after school along with the radio,"
he says. Harris taught himself the guitar by listening to Grand
Funk, War and the Isley Brothers.
Harris decided to pursue a musical career at Clark Atlanta
University, something that didn't exactly thrill his parents.
'They sat me down and said, 'It's one thing to be an idealist
and another to be a realist,"' he recalls.
Harris proceeded with his career, in part due to the Vietnam
War. "Nixon was about to get impeached," he says. 'The outlook

'That was a bad decision, because L.A. is not a town where
you can live without a car, but I couldn't imagine going home
without a guitar," says Harris.
He quickly began to run out of money. His last two days in Los
Angeles were the turning point. He woke up on a Friday morn
ing and got out his box of baking soda. He brushed his teeth and
washed with it. He used it for deodorant and sprinkled it in his
shoes. He then counted out the change in his pocket, which came
to $1.75. He used it to catch the bus to the food stamp office, but
was told to come back the following Monday.
"I don't have any food. I don't even have bus fare to get back,"
Harris told the employee at the office.
He knew it was time to leave L.A. so he called his cousin and
said, "You gotta help me get a plane ticket back to Memphis. I
don't think I can survive."
Walking in Memphis
Once back home, Harris turned to the University of Memphis

was bleak. I thought, 'Why don't I go ahead and do what I want

and this time he found school to his liking. He enrolled as

to do and play music.'"

a music education and classical guitar major in the Rudi E.
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Scheidt School of Music. Harris paid his way through college by
playing locally.
His college experience was vastly different because he found
jazz, mentors and an active music community at the University.
He studied with Gene Rush, now a U of M professor emeritus of
jazz and studio music.

Artist on a roll

"Gene gave everything he had," says Harris. "That'swhere
I learned to play jazz. Gene always brought people in for Jazz
Week."

By day Elizabeth Alley is a bespectacled, soft-spoken

Jazz Week consists of artists from out of town and a competi
tion for high school and college jazz bands. It is still held each

director of public art for the UrbanArt Commission. But she

February on campus.

also has been known to display a, well, wilder side.

"A lot of us look at Gene Rush as our surrogate musical

The UrbanArt Commission, created in 1997, facilitates art

father," Harris says.

projects in public buildings and spaces. This can be anything

After graduating in 1981, Harris became the first jazz guitar

from large-scale projects like the Benjamin L Hooks Central

teacher at the University. For the next six years, he taught at the

Library or the Cannon Center for the Performing Arts, to

University and played in various bands, including the Midtown

schools, parks, police precincts and trolley stops.

Jazz Mobile. When the group decided to record at Cotton Row

Alley served as interim director until the appointment

Studios, "I convinced them to let me be the sound engineer and

of John Weeden, who began his job in May. She helps

the studio kept me on after that." Harris had an outlet to apply
what he learned in school by working as an engineer and writer.

select art and serves as a liaison between artists and clients

He recorded his own and others' music.

throughout the process,: fromthe application through instal
lation. "I'm good at working with artists because I'm one of

In 1987 Harris moved to New York. After a year of temporary

them. I like managing projects," Alley says.

work and occasional gigs, he got a call from a friend — Kool &
the Gang was doing a recording session and he should stop by.

The commission usually works on permanent public art,

He soon got a job with the group — not as a musician, but as a
technician. The first three months, Harris traveled all over the
country with Kool & the Gang setting up, testing and tuning the
guitars and pianos before each performance.

like the Cooper Young trestle project that was dedicated in
Preceding page: Gerard Harris before a recent performance on Beale
Street. Top: Gerard Harris graduating from the University and above, as
a member of the Grammy award-winning group Kool & the Gang.

"Teaching takes every creative bone you've got," he says.

keyboard player. I knew more about what he was playing than he

"You do it because you feel like you're making a difference." He

did." The keyboard player paid Harris back by making sure the

continues to play and record his own music, most recently World

band hired him when a position came open.

Soul Project. Every few years he creates a Duo Series CD, where

Harris played keyboard off-stage because the group didn't
want to acknowledge he was no longer a technician and actually
a band member. Supply and demand won out, though, when the

on houses and buildings in the area that cover the centuryold train trestle at the Midtown neighborhood's entrance.

"After six months, they had hired some new musicians includ
ing a keyboard player," says Harris. "I used to actually teach the

2000. Artist Jill Turman designed 12 steel structures based

each song is played by Harris and one other musician. He also
produces records.
On the weekends, Harris plays with the Memphis Groovetet

The job isn't without the occasional controversy, though.
A temporary exhibit marking UrbanArfs 10th anniversary

Elizabeth Alley

raised some eyebrows, in "Blue Parkways," artist Tad
Lauritzen Wright wrapped blue vinyl bands around trees in
the medians on North, East and South Parkways to symbol

new type of project for us."

ize the city's connection to the Mississippi River. On the rib

Other anniversary projects included a map of sounds

bons were line drawings of connected houses and people

gathered in and along the Mississippi River, postcard paint

regular guitar player stopped going to all of the shows. "A lot of

at King's Palace Cafe on Beale Street. Former students stop by

holding hands in the spirit of community. Some residents

ings at the Center City Commission, and sandwich board

times the guitar player wouldn't go, so I would play," Harris says.

occasionally.

assumed the ribbons marked the trees to be bulldozed or

paintings.

"He would conveniently miss the plane." After awhile, the band
grew to welcome Harris on the stage.

"One of the gifts of music is that former students become close
friends," he notes.

viewed them as an unwelcome intrusion on the landscape.
"I think the project caused this reaction because people

An accomplished painter, Alley developed her signature
style of oil on canvas while a student at the University of

didn't know what it was," Alley says. UrbanArt usually seeks

Memphis, where she earned a BFA cum laude in 1998.

Europe, Africa, Japan and Australia. He appears on two of Kool

ate "his life's work," a canon that will be lasting and representa

input from residents in the community for public arts

Often she chops up photos of people and rearranges ele

& the Gangs' albums and did the string arrangements for the

tive of all those who've influenced him.

projects, but that wasn't done with "Blue Parkways" because

ments of streetscapes. "I always work from photos," she

the project was temporary. 'Temporary projects were new

says. "Then 1 crop them to make them more interesting."

For eight years, Harris recorded and traveled with the group to

orchestra on one record.
Harris again returned to Memphis to teach at the University

Harris is also focusing on utilizing his years of learning to cre

"I was hell bent on learning and trying to use it," Harris
says. "Those days that I was in L.A. had a serious effect on me.

and got back to his own writing. The 53-year-old now teaches

Somewhere in my psyche, I've told myself I'll do whatever I have

general music, piano and choir at Middle College High School.

to not to end up like that again." ^
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to the UrbanArt Commission," she says. "We were aware of

Alley rarely uses color in photos. "I like to make it more

the importance of involving the community. This was just a

saturated or paler," she explains.
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Nursing Chapter presents first Alumni Awards
For the first time, the Loewenberg School of NursingAlumni Chap

Homecoming 2008 activities
Are you ready for some football?
•Homecoming 2008 offers that
and much more with fun-filled
^activities for everyone!

ter has honored two graduates - Dr. Sam Maceri and Dr. Betty Sue
McGarvey - with its Outstanding Alumni award.
Maceri (AA '76, MPA '80, BSN '99) has been a registered nurse
for more than 30 years, with experience in medical/surgical nurs

Alumni Association's Family and
Friends Homecoming Parade

ing, mental health nursing, education and administration. He holds
undergraduate degrees in philosophy, divinity and nursing, master's
degrees in public administration and nursing, and a doctor of nursing
science. Maceri is certified in nursing executive, advanced, bythe
American Nurses Association Credentialing Center.
He is the director of education and support for PatientCare
Services at St Jude Children's Research Hospital. In addition to his
duties at St. Jude, Maceri is an adjunct faculty member at Southwest
Tennessee Community College, Baptist College of Health Sciences,
the University of Memphis and the University of Tennessee Heath
Science Center. He teaches management, leadership, research and
curriculum design, and is a clinical instructor in leadership and mental

educational and administrative roles, including director of cardiovascu
lar services, for Baptist Memorial Hospital.
McGarvey received her doctorate in nursing from the University of
Alabama at Birmingham in 2002 and was promoted to provost and

McGarvey (BSN '85) is president of Baptist College of Health
Sciences. A 1978 graduate of the Baptist Memorial Hospital School
of Nursing, she earned a Bachelor of Science in nursing from the U
of M and spent the majority of her clinical career in emergency and
cardiovascular nursing. In 1990, she completed her Master of Sci
ence in nursing administration at UTHSC. McGarvey has held various

I Friday, Oct. 24, 6:30 p.m.

services. She was appointed president of Baptist College of Health

With special guest Coach Tommy West
and introduction of the winners of the
•Association's True Blue Tradition Award
and the Parent of the Year Award. Located
at the end of the parade route at the Plaza
1 Fountain near the Administration Building.
Food provided by Huey's. Parking is avail
able at the Southern Ave. and Central Ave.
; parking lots.

Sciences in August 2005.

American Association of Colleges of Nursing. In 2007, she was recog
nized by Memphis Woman magazine as one of the "50 Women Who
Make a Difference." She currently serves on the board of directors for
the Tennessee Independent Colleges and Universities Association and
the Memphis Medical Center Advisory Board.
The awards were presented at a luncheon at the Fogelman
Executive Center in May.

the Fairgrounds' Youth Building. "It started

their aggression. I had to invent aggression.

as an excuse to learn to roller skate better,"

That's a weird thing to have to get usedto."

May poster honoring Spain, which followed

Alley explains. It led to her alter ego, Moxie

her six-panel "cropping" technique. The

Dynamite, a character that blends both artist

her arm. "But that was because I couldn't

and skater.

skate very well," she explains. The only other

cut out from the photo, allowing the viewer

Before being cleared to scrimmage in

to draw his own impression of the subject.

Roller Derby, competitors must demonstrate

When she's not painting, Alley has been

that they can skate with speed, stop, fall and

the Year Award and the True Blue
Tradition Award. ^|j

Half Century Club Brunch
Friday, Oct. 24
The Class of 1958 will host its 50th
Reunion Brunch during Homecoming this
fall at the home of President Shirley Raines.
The cost is $30 per person and a shuttle
service will be provided. Please RSVP with
payment information to 901/678-5314 by
Oct. 17.

Make plans to reunite with fellow alums in
this historic setting. Visitor parking available
in the Wilder Tower lot. For information call
901/678-ALUM.
Parents Club Brunch
Saturday, Oct. 25
Attention all Parent Club members! The
Alumni Association will be hosting an
"invitation only" Homecoming Brunch on
Saturday, Oct. 25. We will honor our 2008
Parents of the Year recipients and nomi
nees.
Homecoming Blood Drive
Oct. 19-24
Join faculty, staff and students as we take
on the Golden Eagles of Southern Miss by
donating blood at LifeBlood located above
the U of M Bookstore.

Half Century Club Reception

Band Alumni Chapter

Friday, Oct. 24, 5 to 8 p.m.
Members of the class of 1958 or before
are welcome to this reception hosted at
the Alumni Center. Appetizers and bever
ages provided by the Alumni Association. All
graduates and class friends of 50 or more
years are welcome to attend. For reserva
tions call 901/678-ALUM.

For more information on Homecoming
Alumni half-time performances, log onto
www.tigerbandalumni.com

University of Memphis
Heritage Room Brister Hall
(formerly the John Willard Brister Library)
Friday, Oct. 24, 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.

|

Sigma Chi Fraternity Barbeque
Saturday, Oct. 25, Noon
Join the brothers of Sigma Chi for their
Homecoming pre-game barbeque for all
Epsilon Kappa alumni.

For additional information
and event updates, go to
www.memphis.edu/alumni and
browse the Homecoming page
or call 901/678-ALUM

Early on in her Derby career, Alley broke

injuries she sustained were some minor
bruises.
Alley eventually gave up Derby competi

know to display a darker side. She spent a

jump safely. With that done, they learn the

tion to devote more time to her own art. "I

season freewheeling on the flattrack as a

proper way to hit other skaters. "It's totally

need to paint more," she explains. "I really

blocker and pivot for the Legion of Zoom,

real. People are getting knocked over.I never

only have time on weekends." But, she adds,

one of Memphis' four Roller Derby teams.

imagined myself doing that," says Alley.

"I'm still the Legion of Zoom's biggest fan."

The league holds bouts on Saturdays at

"Some of the girls do it as a way to take out
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I) Saturday, Oct. 25, 7 p.m.

; Martin Zummach will present the Parent of

ment of designing the 2007 Memphis in

result looks like six pictures that have been

Homecoming Football Came
Memphis vs. Southern Miss
Liberty Bowl Stadium
For tickets go to www.gotigersgo.com
National Alumni Association President

Artist on a roll
Her skills earned her the coveted assign

Homecoming Pep Rally

chief academic officer in 2003 to oversee academic and student

McGarvey was named a Fuld Leadership Fellow in 2002 by the

health nursing.

mFriday, Oct. 24, 5:30 p.m.
•Hosted by the Alumni Association. Special
guests include U of M President Shirley
\ Raines and Athletic Director R.C. Johnson.
Parade route will be on the U of M campus.
For parking and parade route information,
viit www.memphis.edu/alumni.

Luther C. McClellan Alumni Chapter
Homecoming Step Reunion
Friday, Oct. 24, immediately following
Homecoming Parade and Pep Rally
The Luther C. McClellan Chapter will join
in the Homecoming 2008 fun with their
annual 01' School Step Show on Friday, Oct.
24, 2008. Also join them on Saturday, Oct.
25 for a tailgate event with food available
for purchase.
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Bandmasters championship
hits high note in marching band season

Three continue True Blue legacy
through Alumni Association scholarship
Three students with "True Blue" spirit will

The music. The pageantry. The precision.

ability to complete the work and help the

Joseph

The Bandmasters Championship, an annual

have assistance from the U of M Alumni

high school marching band competition

Association when they enroll as freshmen

sponsored by the University of Memphis

this fall. And while they're all fans of Tiger

the son of Gina and Robert L. Brown Jr. and

graduated

Band Alumni Chapter, is becoming a pre

athletics, they've also discovered the Univer

the grandson of Helyn Roberts Keith (BA

from Houston

miere event in the Mid-South marching band

sity's strong academics.

season.

family we were assisting."

"Joey"

Zach, who plans to study graphic design, is

Summers II

'82, JD '86).
Zachary

High School,

Ansleigh

In the weeks leading up to the 2007

Brown of Lake

Morris is

Championship, Internet message boards,

land is a gradu

a graduate

blogs and band rooms were abuzz about

where he was
a member of
the National

ate of Arlington

of Evangeli

the lineup of bands, considered one of

High School,

cal Christian

the strongest ever. Predictions were for

where he was

School. She was

Key Club, as well as the Latin and German

super-charged performances and close final

a member of

president of the

clubs. Joey, who is the third generation of his

the National

Bible Club, vice

family to attend the U of M, plans to major

Beta Club,

president of the

in chemistry or pre-med. He participated in

Pep Club, and

regional and state competitions for HOSA

scores. The 5,000 who attended on a sunny

was held at Crump Stadium through the

October afternoon weren't disappointed as

'60s and '70s and at the Liberty Bowl in the

Munford High School claimed an unprec

early '80s, before movingto Halle Stadium

Counting performers and audience mem
bers, there may be 10,000 people at the
Liberty Bowl for the Bandmasters Champion

edented ninth Grand Championship with

for many years. The Band Alumni Chapter

ship. "We think it's the highest attended non-

its high-energy show. But the win wasn't

took an expanded role in organizing the

athletic event at the University," says Jeremy

an easy one; 2006 winner Houston High

event in the 1990s, and the Bandmasters

Stinson (BA '02, MAT '05), past president of

School nearly pulled off the repeat, scoring

moved permanently to the Liberty Bowl after

the Band Alumni Chapter. "This is the first

just .005 behind Munford, the closest spread

the 1999 contest. In the course of its history,

exposure to the U of M for a lot of them."

possible short of a tie.

the event has hosted marching bands from

"It's gotten rather competitive," says Greg
Nelson (BA '88), a band alumnus and spon

Competitions like the Bandmasters may

Tennessee, Arkansas, Mississippi, Kentucky,

offer the most appreciative audience the

Missouri, Illinois and Alabama.

young musicians encounter all season. Dur

sorship/communication coordinator for the

"The Bandmasters is more than the

event. "They want to knock each other out"

musicianship, the marching and the great

seats at halftime and don't hear the routines

competition," says Nelson. It provides a great

the bands spend hours rehearsing. At the

opportunity to showcase the Universityto

Bandmasters, the performers take center

a large audience of high school students,

stage. "One comment I get,especially from

The 2008 Bandmasters Championship
will be held Saturday, Oct 18, at Liberty Bowl
Memorial Stadium. Some 25 high school
bands from around the Mid-South are
expected to compete. The contest begins

their parents and others who attend. "We
have our band out there, we have booths

ing football games, many fans leave their

freshmen, is how quiet it is," Stinson says.
"When the bands are announced it goes

around noon and lasts into the evening.

selling University of Memphis stuff, it's in our

silent, then they start playing. Some of them

Proceeds from the event go tothe U of M's

stadium," he says. "The U of M is on display."

get kind of scared it's so quiet."

marching band, the Mighty Soundof the
South. Earnings from past contests have
been used for scholarships, uniforms and
new equipment
Originally know as the Mid-South Invi
tational, the Bandmasters Championship
began in 1963 at Whitehaven Stadium. It

30

Small ensembles and groups from the

This will be the third year that the event

Zachary Brown

Art Club and
soccer team.

Ansleigh Morris

(Health Occupations Students of America),

and the French Club. Ansleigh also served as

and won first place in a career health display

Educational Achievement, including a letter

a teacher's assistant and a volunteer office

competition. Joey also was active in German-

from President George Bush. Zach has been

worker at ECS, and won the National Citizen

town Baptist Church, serving as a worship

active in the youth program at Bartlett United

ship Award. She was active in her church,

leader and an assistant Sunday School

Methodist Church, singing in theyouth choir

teaching younger children and leading Bible

teacher, and singing in the adult choir.

and participating in athletics and service

groups. To add to those activities, she held

"His outgoing personality, coupled with his

projects. In the "30 Hour Famine,"young

a part-time job at a gift shop. "Ansleigh has

academic achievement and his solid founda

people go 30 hours without food tomake

exceptional organizational skills," says teacher

tion in making quality decisions, places him

them more aware of hunger in developing

Catherine Hambright-Huntley. "I have noticed

at the top among his peers, teachers and

countries and in the local community. As

how precise she is. She has the capability to

administration," says teacher Roger Harris.

part of the Appalachian Service Project, Zach

do multiple tasks with favorable results."

"One can readily see that his strong family

helped repair houses on a mission trip to

Whenever she heard an infectious laugh
in her classroom, Hambright-Huntley knew it

my work crew, and he quickly demonstrated

was coming from Ansleigh. "She makes oth

Joey is the son of Dr. Samuel Summers

outstanding leadership among the team of

ers feel good, feel encouraged and thankful

and Kathryn Miller Summers of Germantown

adults and teenage workers," says Ron Arri-

to have her as a friend."

and the grandson of Johann Taylor Miller

She is the daughter of Paul and Dena

play during breaks in the competition. U of

the Bandmasters Championship will be

Morris of Memphis and the granddaughter

M representatives are on hand to provide

broadcast on WKNO Channel 10 around the

teach youth with less experience. I quickly let

of Al Hollingsworth Jr. (BBA '64) and the late

winter holidays.

him handle several complicated tasks with

Barbara Brewer Hollingsworth (BS '63).

Visit www.bandmasterschampionship.com

his own work crew knowing that he hadthe

for more information.
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values, church and work ethic plays out in

Harlan County, Ky. "Zach was a member of

very impressed with his attitude and ability to

aspects of the University.

Beta Club and

He received the President's Award for

son, youth counselor and coordinator. "I was

information on the music program and all

Honor Society,

a member of Future Educators of America

will be televised. With the help of FOX 13,

U of M's Rudi E. Scheidt School of Music

Joey Summers

SUMMER 2008

his everyday life."

(BSEd '80). His sister, Laurie Summers,
received the Alumni Scholarship last year.
For more information on the program, call
901/678-2586 or 800/678-8729.

wrnm
Club and Chapter News
For more information on any Alumni
Association clubs, chapters or events,
call 901/678-2586 or visit
http://alumni.memphis.edu.

Arts and Sciences
The 2008 College of Arts and Sciences
Awards Dinner will be Thursday, Oct. 2, at

Fraternity Alumni Advisory
Council
The Fraternity Alumni Advisory Council

901/678-ALUM for more information.

AUSP

ored as the 2008 Pillars of Excellence.

recruited new members throughout the
summer and are looking forward to a suc

Alabama
The U of M Alumni Association is put

Tampa/Orlando
The club is planning watch parties during
the upcoming football season. Watch for

'63, '68, '73, '78,'83, '88, '93, '98, '03

Birmingham area. The Tigers come to town

Field for a game against the New York

the Alumni and Friends E-Newsletter and

and '08 will be held Oct. 10-11. Contact

Oct. 2 to take on the UAB Blazers. This

Mets. If you would like to get involved, con

the "Events" page on the Alumni Web site,

alumniassociation@memphis.edu or call

would be a wonderful opportunity to unite

tact alumniassociation@memphis.edu or

http://alumni.memphis.edu, to stay in the

901/678-ALUM for more information.

our Birmingham-area alumni and catch

call 901/678-ALUM for more information.

loop. Join other Tigers in the Sunshine State

some True Blue Tiger football. If you are

Luther C. McClellan
In April, LCM co-sponsored a series of

cessful fall recruitment week. Contact your
fraternity for more information.

the death of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. The

willing to provide leadership or just want to
be involved, contact alumniassociation@
memphis.edu or call 901/678-ALUM for
more information.

the Mission" and "Untold Chapters of the
Memphis Movement," and a program fea

by contacting aiumniassodation@mem-

Eastern Pennsylvania
Eastern Pennsylvania is looking for you

Boston/New England
The Boston/New England Club held an

1958 will hosts its 50th Reunion Brunch

turing keynote speaker Angela Davis.

alumni cookout in June at the home of

during Homecomingthis fall. Those who

The celebration closed with a reception

club president Bob Canfield (BAA '59).

phis.edu or call 901/678-ALUM for more
information.

to get involved. If you are willing to provide
leadership or just want to be part of the
True Blue spirit, contact alumniassocia-

events included forums on "The Man and
Attention 1958 graduates! The Class of

Blue crowd started the afternoon off at
Blake Street Tavern, and then went to Coors

events marking the 40th anniversary of

Half Century Club

Colorado Rockies game in June. The True

ting out a call to interested alumni in the

Law School reunions for the classes of

and the Interfraternity Council diligently

The Racquet Club of Memphis. Contact
alumniassociation@memphis.edu or call

Thomason and Lee Winchester will be hon

Texas Expansion
The Alumni Association is putting out

tion@memphis.edu or call 901/678-ALUM

the call to interested alumni in the San

for more information.

Antonio/Austin area. The Tigers' Final Four
run in Texas set the area abuzz, and we are

Lower Alabama
It's Tiger Football season and the Lower

hoping to form a club in the fall. If you are

graduated in 1958 will be honored with a

honoring the Memphis State 109 and

Tiger friends, fans and alumni throughout

would like to give back to their alma mater

special medallion ceremony on Friday, Oct.

Luther C. McClellan, the U of M's first

the New England area enjoyed a relaxing

Alabama Club is making preparations for

be involved, contact alumniassociation@

by becoming a board member. Consider

24. Contact alumniassociation@memphis.

African-American graduate.

afternoon of food, fun and fellowship.

another bowl-caliber season. If you would

memphis.edu or call 901/678-ALUM for

like to get involved, contact alumniassocia-

more information.

The chapter is looking for graduates who

lending your talents and help support the
School of Audiology and Speech-Language
Pathology. Contact alumniassociation@
memphis.edu or call 901/678-ALUM for
more information.

Band
The chapter will be hosting the 2008
Bandmasters Championship Saturday,
Oct.18, at Liberty Bowl Memorial Stadium
(see page 30). Contact alumniassociation@memphis.edu or call 901/678-ALUM
for more information.

Business and Economics
Join the chapter for its 16th annual

edu or call 901/678-ALUM for more
information.

Journalism Club

Scheidt School of Music will host an Alumni

gather at Jillian's during the Tiger football

Night during the 2008-09 academic year.

season for some True Blue watch parties.

The Music Society and the Rudi E.
The club will host its annnual Outstand

The D.C. Club is recovering from a frantic
The club hosted its inaugural Nashville

for Tiger football. In June, club president

If you would like to get involved, contact

or call 901/678-ALUM for more

alumniassociation@memphis.edu or call

Tiger Golf Classic in June in conjunction

Terry Rhea (BA '00) attended a brainstorm

901/678-ALUM for more information.

with its annual summer picnic. The golf

ing session with other Conference USA

scramble, silent auction and luncheon were

schools with alumni clubs in the D.C. area

held at Gaylord Springs Golf Links. Join the

to coordinate events during the upcoming

memphis.edu or call 901/678-ALUM.
The Journalism Alumni Club is offering

Nursing

Chicago

The Loewenberg School of Nursing

The Chicago Alumni Club is looking for

Tigers in Music City mailing list by contact

football season. To get involved with the

tunity to become a part of their Journalism

Alumni Chapter will host a career fair for

ward to the Tiger football season with watch

ing alumniassociation@memphis.edu or

D.C. Club, contact alumniassociation@

Mentorship Program. This program will

nursing students Monday, Nov. 24, at the

parties and get-togethers. Get involved by

call 901/678-ALUM for more information.

memphis.edu, call 901/678-ALUM or visit

provide students with the guidance needed

University Holiday Inn. Health care provid

contacting alumniassociation@memphis.

when transitioning from the classroom

ers interested in participating may contact

edu or call 901/678-ALUM for more infor

to the business world. If you are an alum

alumniassociation@memphis.edu or call

mation.

interested journalism graduates the oppor

speaker will be Dr. William Evans, CEO of

an application, contact Lurene Kelley (MA

St. Jude Children's Research Hospital. Wei

'00, PhD '05) at lkelley@memphis.edu or

Chen (MBA '98), logistics entrepreneur,

901/678-2405.

is Entrepreneur of the Year. Dan Palmer

Law

Dallas/Ft. Worth
Theatre and Dance

School of Law Alumni Chapter will host its
annual Law Dinner at the University Holiday

of Choice Hotels, is the recipient of the

Inn. John Stokes will be honored as the

Distinguished Friend of the College award.
Contactalumniassociation@memphis.edu
or call 901/678-ALUM for more

the group's Web site at http://groups.

New Orleans

The Dallas/Ft. Worth Alumni Club is

national television broadcasts throughout
the season. For more information and to

working on coordinating an event when the

join the fun, contact alumniassociation@

ing the 2008-09 academic year. Contact

Tigers roll into Dallas to take on the SMU

memphis.edu or call 901/678-ALUM for

alumniassociation@memphis.edu or call

Mustangs Nov. 8. Watch for the Alumni

more information.

901/678-ALUM for more information.

and Friends E-Newsletter and the "Events"

The club will host an Alumni Night dur

section of the Alumni Association Web

Young Alumni

site, http://aiumni.memphis.edu, for all

St. Louis
football and is excited about the upcoming

forward to its second annual True Blue 5k

memphis.edu or call 901/678-ALUM for

schedule. If you would like to get involved,

2008 Friend of the Law School while Sen.

around campus on Friday, Nov. 21. Contact

more information.

contacXalumniassociation@memphis.edu

Lamar Alexander is the keynote speaker.

alumniassociation@memphis.edu or call

Walter Bailey, W. Emmett Marston, John

901/678-ALUM for more information.

or call 901/678-ALUM for more

Denver
Denver alumni and friends attended a
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We are looking to expand and form
more TRUE BLUE Clubs across the
country. If you live in the following
areas, contact the Alumni Association
at 901/678-2586 for more information
on how you can get involved: Boston,
Denver, Little Rock, New York City,
Jackson, Miss., Jackson, Tenn., and San
Francisco.

The St. Louis Alumni Club loves its Tiger

the details. Contact alumniassociation@

The Young Alumni Committee is looking

googie.com/group/UofMDCAiumni.

The club is gearing up for Tiger foot
ball and will gather for the six regional/

901/678-ALUM for more information.

On Aug. 16, the Cecil C. Humphreys

Investments and a member of the board

32

Tiger basketball season and is gearing up

Contact alumniassociation@memphis.edu

if you're a journalism student and need

information.

Washington, D.C.

Nashville

information.

and would like to serve as a mentor, or

David Sullivan (BS '64), chair of Sullivan

for more information.

more details, contact alumniassociation@

at the University Holiday Inn. The keynote

Inc., is the 2008 Outstanding Alumnus, and

The Charlotte Alumni Club plans to

tion@memphis.edu or call 901/678-ALUM

Oct 16th at 6 p.m. at The Raquet Club. For

ing Journalism Alumni Awards Dinner on

Alumni Day luncheon Wednesday, Oct. 29,

(BBA '66), former CEO of Concord EFS

Charlotte

Music Society

willing to provide leadership or just want to

information.
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1963

He is ArvinMeritor's senior

Frank Allen (BBA), certified

lawyers by Business Tennessee

is executive director of the Mis

an environmental chemist at

Tim Griffin (BA) is a college

Edward R. Young (BS), an

director of global marketing

financial planner and finan

magazine. He is a member of

sissippi River Corridor-Tennessee

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

sportswriter for ESPN.com,

attorney with Baker, Donelson,

communications and industry

cial adviser with Shoemaker

the Nashville law firm Gullett,

and a member of the Tennes

and has served as both director

concentrating on the Big 12

Bearman, Caldwell & Berkowitz,

relations for commercial vehicle

Financial, achieved the Circle of

Sanford, Robinson and Martin.

see Department of Environment

of the Environmental Science

Conference. He works as a

was ranked as a leading practi

systems. •

and Conservation Commis

Institute and provost at FAMU.

reporter, blogger and studio

tioner in Tennessee in the 2008

Excellence award for his 2007
performance. He also achieved

John Linthicum (BBA) of Crye-

sioner's Council on Greenways
and Trails.

edition of Chambers USA in the

1973

Senate Level and Million Dollar

Leike Realtors was named Real

area of labor and employment.

Bob Dodds (BSCE) was

Round Table status.

tor of the Year by the Memphis
Area Association of Realtors.

elected to the National Acad

1978

and cyberspace contributor for

1980

ESPN's variety of programming

Lenna Turner (BBA) is first

platforms. Griffin lives in San

1977

vice president of the Corpo

Antonio, where he worked for

Tim Bolding (BA, MA '80),

rate Compensation Group at

24 years as a sportswriter for
the San Antonio Express-News.

1966

emy of Engineering. He is a pro

Donald E. Bourland (JD),

Fred Middleton (BS) was

fessor of civil and environmental

a member of the law firm

Becky Seals (BSN) is vice

president of United Housing

SunTrust Bank in Atlanta. She

re-elected executive secretary-

engineering at the University of

Bourland Heflin Alvarez Minor

president of clinical operations

Inc, is president of the MAAR

previously was a senior manager

Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.

& Matthews, was selected for

for Unity Hospice Care.

(Memphis Area Association of

of corporate compensation with

1982

Realtors) Foundation.

Georgia Pacific. Turner sings with

J.D. "Ronnie" Petty (BSME)

the Atlanta Opera Chorus. She

and Sidney Stevens Petty

treasurer of the National Cotton

inclusion in Mid-South Super

Batting Institute. <lr
J. Glen Gravatt (BBA, MS '76)

Lawyers.

1976

Phyllis Golden Morey

joined the Chorus for six weeks

(BS '84) moved to Baltimore,

Phyllis Golden Morey (BA)

this summer to perform George

where Ronnie accepted the

nessee's largest minority-owned

was named the first chief

Gershwin's Porgy & Bess with

position of vice president of

information technology services

diversity officer for the Brooks

the Opera Comique in Paris,

supply chain management with

Kushman law firm of Southfield,

at the International Festival of

Alliant Techsystems' Mission

Mich. She is responsible for

Music and Dance in Granada,

Systems group. Their son, Cale,

Spain, and in Normandy, France.
The Chorus will perform Porgy &
Bess in Luxembourg in October.

attends Arizona State University.

1969

was promoted to president of

Barry S. Hale (BA) was named

Steven Howard Smith (BA)

Richard Classman (BS, JD

TBC Purchasing and Distribu

Dr. Glenda Rakes (BA, MAT

vice president for business

is president of Zycron Inc., Ten

'72) was named by Memphis

tion Co.

'77, EdD '92), a professor of

development at Centerstone,

instructional design and technol

the largest behavioral health

Business Quarterly to "The MBQ
Players List" in recognition of his

David Hurt (BS) was promoted

ogy and senior researcher at

business litigation skills. He is

to senior vice president of wealth

the University of Tennessee at

president of Glassman, Edwards,

management services at Morgan

Martin, received the University

Joe Lammel (BBA) was named

recruiting retaining and mentor

Wade & Smith. Much of his

Keegan & Company Inc

of Tennessee Online Outstand

to the board of directors of the

ing the firm's minority attorneys

ing Teacher Award in April. The

Memphis Development Founda

and other diversity initiatives.

practice is in the trial areas of
professional, legal, accounting
and transportation law. «•

1970
Tom Watson (BBA), president
of Armstrong Relocation, was
inducted into the Society of
Entrepreneurs. His Memphisbased company, with branches
in 23 cities, moves 30,000
households a year. Watson is a
longtime community philanthro
pist and founding member of
the U of M's Board of Visitors. #

1972
John C. Bogan, a retired Navy
commander, was elected presi
dent of the Fisherville Civic Club
for the fourth time. Bogan pub
lishes the Fisherville Chronicle
newsletter. <tr
D. Mike Pennington (BA)
received the 2008 Lifetime
Achievement Award from the
Truck Writers of North America.
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care provider in Tennessee.

firm.

Peter Voss (BBA) is personnel
director for the city of Bartlett,

John "Johnny" Miller (JD)

honor recognizes excellence in

tion, a nonprofit organization

received the National Contract

teaching in an online environ

that operates the Orpheum

1979

Management Association's

ment. Rakes joined the UT

Theatre.

Stanley Thomas Anderson

Delaney Award for writing the

Martin faculty in 2002 after

(JD) is a federal district judge for

1983

best article in Contract Manage

seven years at the University

Russell Reviere (BA, JD '79)

the Western District of Tennes

Mary L. Aronov (JD) is

ment magazine. He has written

of Louisiana-Monroe, where

was recognized in Law & Politics

see. He previously was a federal

listed in the 2008 edition of

eight articles for the publication

she was the Entergy Endowed

magazine's list of Super Lawyers

magistrate judge.

Chambers USA as a leading

in the last two years. An attorney

Professor of Instructional Tech

in Tennessee in the area of

in Missouri and Texas, Miller

nology.

civil litigation defense. He is a
partner in the Jackson, Tenn.,

is a contracts management
consultant who has worked for

Steven M. Sherman (JD) is

law firm Rainey, Kizer, Reviere

numerous companies.

the co-author of Energy Law Cli

& Bell.

ent Strategies: Leading Lawyers

1981

Tenn. *

practitioner in real estate law in
Susan Payne Woodrow

Cheri Ensor (MS, MS '95)

Tennessee. She is a shareholder

of Crye-Leike Realtors earned

with Baker, Donelson, Bearman,

her Graduate Realtors Institute

Caldwell & Berkowitz.

Susan Payne Woodrow (JD)

(GRI) designation. She is an

received the Distinguished

Accredited Buyers Representa

John Seiberg (BBA, MBA

tive (ABR).

'87), Germantown assistant fire

Stanley Mills (BBA), a sales

on Litigation, Negotiations and

Cary Rotter (BS), president

Alumni Award from Waite

associate with Crye-Leike Real

Industry Regulations. He is a

of Memphis Comfort Keepers,

High School in Toledo, Ohio.

tors, received an award for 30

partner with the Indianapolis law

received the Quest for Excel

Woodrow was one of the

Dr. Larry Robinson (BS)

years of service.

firm Krieg DeVault.

lence award from CK Franchis

first research assistants in the

is the new CSREES science

ing for the fourth consecutive

Tennessee Appellate Courts,

1975

adviser in the U.S. Department

Eva Brown (BA, MA '82),

year. Comfort Keepers provides

clerking for Judge Charles E.

of Agriculture's Competitive

instructor and coordinator of

Brown was selected for inclu

Nick Carter (BBA), president

in-home care for nonmedical

Neam. She is an administrative

Programs unit Robinson is a

the distance degree program in

Ken Stonebrook (BBA, MBA

sion in Super Lawyers 2008

of WoodWare Systems, was

needs.

law judge in Michigan.

professor in the Environmental

sociology at Adams State Col

'90), specialist in residential

corporate counsel edition.

elected to the board of directors

Sciences Institute at Florida A&M

lege, was one of three recipients

real estate with Coldwell Banker

University, where he is director

of the college's first Presidential

Jennae, was named Agent of

of the National Oceanic and

Teaching Award. The honor

the Year.

Atmospheric Administration's

recognizes professors who excel

Environmental Cooperative

in undergraduate teaching,

Kerwin Trussell (MBA) was

Science Center. He has been

advising and mentoring.

promoted to senior vice presi-

C. Barry Ward (JD) of Glankler

1974

of the Association of Millwork

Diana Threadgill (BFA) is a

Distributors.

member of the 2008 class of
WestStar, a leadership program

Lynn Alford (BSEd) of Clay &
Land Insurance, qualified for the

Dan Haskell (JD) was selected

offered through the University of

MetLife Auto & Home National

one of Tennessee's 150 best

Tennessee at Martin. Threadgill

I « Alumni Association Member

Leadership Conference.
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chief, became a member of
Eva Brown

the Institution of Fire Engineers,
an international organization of
firefighting professionals.
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dent of fixed income banking at

highest honor bestowed on a

Chris Nemec (BME) celebrated

of affirmative action, director of

Simpson (BA '88, MA '95), live

of an organization which serves

Morgan Keegan & Company Inc.

PTA volunteer.

his 25th anniversary at Linden-

employee relations and execu

in Germantown with their two

at-risk youths by steering them

children, Kaitlin and Jackson. <lr

away from gangs and violence.

wood Christian Church, where

tive director of the Center for

1984

he is the organist-music admin

Health Disparities.

Jeffrey P. Restuccio (MBA)

istrator and director of children's

authored the book Get Fit

and youth music ministries.

Dennis Schenkel (BA, MAT

A. Christopher Drown had

Through Gardening. He has

Nemec conducted a service fea

'89) completed a master of

his short story, 'The Swing," fea

Jimmy Seeley (BBA, JD '02) is

been a national test gardener for

turing the King's Choir, Laudate!

divinity degree at Saint Meinrad

tured in the anthology Beacons

an attorney with ALSAC/St. Jude

Organic Gardening for six years

and the Chamber Orchestra on

School of Theology and was

of Tomorrow: Second Collection

Children's Research Hospital. He

and is an authority on gardening

Mother's Day, and was honored

ordained a Catholic priest for the

by Tyrannosaurus Press.

lives in Germantown with his

by written and spoken tributes

Diocese of Memphis in June.

and fitness.

She also is a business analyst

1992

with Nike Inc.

wife, Gina, and daughter, Sarah.

as well as an honorarium.
Julie Yancey (BBA) is vice

1989

Brian Sullivan (MBA) joined

president of human resources

Jan Orick (BA), director of the

J. Gregory Grisham (JD)

the board of directors of Beale

for Securas Consulting Group.

Biomedical Library at St. Jude

joined the law firm of Leitner,

Street Caravan, which produces

Children's Research Hospital,

Williams, Dooley & Napolitan.

a one-hour, commercial-free

received the 2008 Lois Ann

radio program featuring live

Michael G. Ramsey (BA)

He practices in the areas of dis

Lt Col. Pat "Cruise" Hobday

Colaianni Award for Excellence

recordings of artists performing

(BSME) was appointed chief

joined Wyatt, Tarrant & Combs

crimination defense, harassment

and Achievement in Hospital

and retaliation claims, wrongful

Memphis music and its deriva

of the Bomber Test Division

as a partner in the law firm's

Librarianship. The award is

discharge and whistleblower

tive forms. He is principal of

for the Air Force Operational

real estate and construction

presented by the Medical Library

claims.

carpenter/sullivan/sossaman.

Test and Evaluation Center at

service team.

Association.

Michael G. Ramsey

1985

Edwards Air Force Base, Calif.

Dwight Vick (MPA) was

1990

His division is responsible for all

Philip H. Siegel (DBA) is a

Dr. Donald B. Taylor (BSEd,

operational testing for the B-l,

visiting professor of accounting

PhD '92) was named provost

B-2 and B-52 bombers. Hobday

at Florida Atlantic University. «•

and vice president for academic

Rachel Kincaid (BA) was

justice programs at West Texas

Cmdr. Stanley Dobbs (BSEE '91) was named the U.S.

affairs at Benedictine University.

has been in the Air Force for

Rachel Kincaid

promoted to graduate director
of political science and criminal

1986

named a Woman of the Year

A&M University. Vick will serve as

23 years and is an instructor

Navy's 2007 Military Logistician of the Year. He received

Taylor had been dean of Bene

managing editor of the student-

weapon systems officer with

Craig S. Butler (BBA), senior

by New Orleans City Business.

the Admiral Stan Arthur Award for Logistics Excellence at

dictine's College of Science. He

based, peer-reviewed journal

vice president of human

She recently was promoted to

more than 3,000 flight hoursin

a ceremony in July at the United States Navy Memorial in

and his wife, Lechia Taylor, have

the B-l and B-52.

resources at FirstBank in Lex

vice chancellor for governmental

Washington, D.C. Dobbs is assigned to Strike Fighter Wing,

relations at the University of

PB&J: Politics, Bureaucracy, and
Justice when it begins publica

ington, Tenn., was appointed

a son and live in Sycamore, III.

U.S. Pacific Fleet, at the Naval Air Station in Lemoore, Calif.

tion within the next year. He

to Tennessee's State Workforce

New Orleans, where she had

Wes Kraker (BBA) was named

He was selected for the award for demonstrating excellence

Walker D. Wright (BBA)

also will be the national chair of

Development Board.

been chief of staff and assistant

president of Children's Champi

in logistics planning and execution. His accomplishments and

received a master of divin

to the chancellor.

the 2010 American Society for

service to the fleet have had a dramatic impact on the Naval

ity degree with honors from

Aviation Enterprise and the F/A-18 Hornet community.

Memphis Theological Seminary

ons for Hope Inc.«
Dawn Graeter (BBA) was
David Pickler (JD), president

appointed president/CEO of FAA

and CEO of Pickler Wealth

Federal Credit Union. Before join

launched 46 continuous process improvement events valued

Advisors, completed an execu

ing FAA FCU, she served as senior

at nearly $1 billion that spearheaded collaborative innovations

tive education program at the

vice president/controller of West

along the business value chain and promoted naval superior

University of Pennsylvania's

Tennessee Bancshares.•

aviation readiness," Dobbs says.

"While attending MIT Sloan executive programs, I

Dobbs is an alumnus of the Marine Corps Logistics Educa

Wharton School. He was one

of the Cumberland Presbyterian
Church in May.

Public Administration confer
Russell Rhoads (BBA, MS '94)
R. Darin Hollingsworth

ence in San Jose, Calif.

authored Candlestick Charting

for Dummies about a method

1993

R. Darin Hollingsworth (BBA)

for charting historical stock and

Shali Ledbetter Atkinson

1988

was promoted to president of

commodity prices. He is a com

(BA) is director of development

Sudhir Agrawal (BBA) is a

the Liberace Foundation and

modity trading adviser for Peak

and communications for the

senior financial adviser with

Museum in Las Vegas. He

Trading Group in Chicago and

RISE Foundation.

Ameriprise Financial Services.

joined the nonprofit organization

holds the Chartered Financial

in 2006 as executive director.

Analyst designation. <t>

of 75 wealth advisers from

Jeff Harmon (JD) was a three-

tion Program, a series of courses for military and Department

across the country selected to

day champion on Jeopardy!

of Defense logisticians led jointly for the past 10 years by the

participate in the intensive pro
gram. Pickler, who has served

in March, winning $44,600.

Penn State University Executive Program and the Center for

Harmon is an assistant public

Dr. Ken Brown (BA, JD '98,

Supply Chain Management at the Smeal College of Business.

Randy Simpson (BBA)

Peggie Russell (BPS, JD '95)

as chair of the Shelby County

defender for Tennessee's 12th

MPA '01) is executive vice

Board of Education since 1999,

Judicial District He lives in Dun-

his awards and decorations include the Meritorious Service

chancellor and chief of staff

was promoted to senior vice

received the Jefferson Award,

received the National Congress

lap, Tenn., with his wife, Kim

Medal, five Navy Commendation Medals, two Navy Achieve

for the University of Tennes

president of information services

which recognizes individuals

Belleque Harmon (BSEd '87),

ment Medals and numerous campaign level awards.

at Diversified Trust, a wealth

who work to improve society

JoAnn Moffett (BSEd) is oper

of Parent Teacher Associations'

see Health Science Center. He

and their three children.

has been with UTHSC for eight

management firm in Memphis.

through volunteerism. Russell is

ations manager for Cunningham

Life Achievement Award, the

years and had served as director

He and his wife, Tona Jackson

executive director and founder

Engineering Corp., based in

36

A qualified war fighter in surface, submarines and aviation,
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Loretta Hinton (JD) was
named chief compliance officer
for Methodist Le Bonheur
Healthcare.
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Davis, Calif. She specializes in

Dorsey Hopson (BA) was

1998

2000

(BSEd '02), are the parents of

Hugo Rojas (MS) is a structural

effective business management

named general counsel for the

Phil Dagastino Jr. (BA) is a

Carmen Bentley (BBA) is

William Charles Siegfried, born

designer with Askew Hargraves

and development practices.

Memphis Board of Education.

broker in the leasing division of

an audit supervisor with the

in September 2007. #

Harcourt & Associates Inc

Commercial Alliance.#

certified public accounting firm

He had been general counsel

1994

of the Clayton County (Ga.)

Kevin C. Cox (JD/MBA) was

Schools.

Jason Schroeder (BS, MS
'00, PhD '04) is a biostatistician

2001

firm management committee.

Liz Landrigan Keough (JD) is

with InMotion Musculoskeletal

April Jauregui (BA) is the U of

He concentrates his practice in

a director and shareholder with

Institute.

M's volleyball coach. She had

the areas of business transac

Martin, Tate, Morrow & Marston

tions, estate planning, trust,

and a member of the Memphis

appointed to Glankler Brown's

Jessica Skinner (BBA, MBA

Zoccola Kaplan.

Virginia Stallworth (MA)

2005

'06) is director of marketing

Lauren Price (MA) is an

at Floratine Biosciences Inc. in

account manager with Oden, a

Collierville.

marketing and design firm. She
had been an account manager

been assistant coach for three

Stacie E. Winkler (JD) joined

seasons.

the law firm of Baker, Donelson,
Bearman, Caldwell & Berkowitz.

with Howell McQuain Strategies.
Heather A. Sanders (BSCE) is

probate, taxation and general

Bar Association board of

is president of the board of

business law.

directors.

directors of the Association of

James Krenis (JD), an attorney

Fundraising Professionals. She

with Hill Boren, was accepted

2004

technician with Askew Hargraves

John Lawrence (BA, MS '98)

Peter Knoop Jr. (BS) was pro

has served on the board since

into MENSA and serves on

Bradley J. Owens (JD) was

Kathryn Ballard (BFA) is art

Harcourt & Associates Inc.

is executive director of the

moted to senior vice president,

2005. Stallworth is associate

the board of governors of the

named a shareholder of the

director for Signature Advertising
& Marketing Solutions.

Bradley J. Owens

A Call for
Nominations

a civil computer-aided drafting
The Alumni Association
is seeking nominations
for its 2009 Distinguished

Memphis Airport Area Develop

financial adviser, at Morgan

director of the Memphis Child

Association of Trial Lawyers of

Jackson, Tenn., law firm of

ment Corp. #

Keegan & Company Inc.

Advocacy Center.

America and the Tennessee Trial

Hardee, Martin & Donahoe. He

Lawyers Association. He also is

lives in Medina, Tenn., with his

Kimberly N. Galloway (JD)

and Trust Co. in Lake Charles,

awards honor alumni and

La.#

friends who have brought

ing director for Jeff Davis Bank

Jason Needham (BSME)

Daphne Thomas (BA, MA

1999

ranked first in two tennis divi

wife, Alicia, and their son, Brock

joined the law firm of Nahon,

was named vice president of

'04) joined the Memphis Public

Shannon Fagan (BFA) was

sions at the state and regional

Lawson Owens.

Saharovich & Trotz as an associ

Memphis-based engineering

Library and Information Center

interviewed by the BBC News

level.

firm Allen & Hoshall.

as assistant director of libraries-

Service for an article on the

communication.

evolving business of commercial

Johnna Reeder (BA) was

Danny Wimprine (BLS),

group.

former Tiger quarterback, is
playing quarterback for the New

photography in New York City.

Bradley J. Harvey (JD) is an

Orleans VooDoo of the Arena
Football League.

1996

He is one of New York's top

associate with the law firm of

Andi Crawford (BFA) joined

stock photographers.

Harkavy Shainberg Kaplan &

2008. She is the national labor

Chandler Ehrlich as senior art

communications manager for

director.

Alumni Awards. These

honor and distinction to

ate in its compensation litigation

Emerging Woman Leader for

selected as Northern Kentucky's

Tyler Williams (MS) is market

Dunstan. He concentrates his

2006

Dr. Rasone Jones (BS) was

practice primarily in the areas of

Izu Iwueke (BS) received a

the University of Memphis.
Award winners will be
recognized at a black tie
gala held in their honor in
spring 2009.
Categories are Distin
guished Alumni, Distin

named an Outstanding Alumnus

real estate and mortgage-related

fellowship from The Honor

Reeder, who earned an MBA

Robert John (BBA) started

of Dyersburg State Community

transactions.

Society of Phi Kappa Phi. He will

guished Friend, and Out

from Thomas More College,

Benefits Consulting Group, a

College. He is a dentist and lives

use the $5,000 award to attend

standing Young Alumni.

lives in Covington, Ky.

full-service employee benefits

in Bartlett.

The Kroger Co. in Cincinnati.

agency in Memphis, in 2007. He

1995

and his wife, Pamela, havethree

Christopher Lamberson

Kim Blevins-Relleva (MA)

children.

(MBA/JD) was named a mem

Division's representative to the

Center. Iwueke has been doing

Memphis Bar Association House

cancer research and working

Angela Snider (JD) was

of Delegates. Johnson also

at Vanderbilt-lngram Cancer

named a shareholder of the

changed firms, moving from

Center.

Jackson, Tenn., law firm of

Domico Kyle to Black McLaren

Tracy Quick (BBA, MBA '01)

Shelton Hanover Walsh. He

Hardee, Martin & Donahoe. She

Jones Ryland & Griffee.

was elected to a board position

concentrates his practice in the

lives in Denmark, Tenn., with her

joined LEDIC Management

with the Literacy Volunteers of

areas of banking and commer

husband, Karl, and their daugh

Group as senior asset manager

Collier County, Fla. She is an

cial lending, business transac

ter, Kaylee Grace Snider.

1997

Educators of the Year for 2008.

Keith Acton (BBA, MS '03),

A teacher at Abintra Montessori

president of the Apartment

School in Nashville, she was

Association of Greater Memphis,

recognized for her outstanding
and creative curriculum and

firm.

and vice president of business

employee benefits client adviser

tions and business entities,

development.

with Gulfshore Insurance Inc in

litigation and real estate law.

Lisa Evano (BA) was promoted

Naples, Fla. #

account manager for Red

and Friends E-Newsletter

Deluxe Brand Development.

Sherrard & Roe as an associ

2003

ate in the corporate law group,

E. Kenneth Siegfried (BSEd)

concentrating on mergers and
acquisitions and securities. He
previously was an attorney with

Speight Family Medical in Atoka,

chief financial officer at Method

Waller Lansden Dortch & Davis.

Tenn. She was formerly with The

ist North Hospital.

giving at the U of M. He and his
wife, Karen LeMar Siegfried
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tions is October 1. Watch

joined the Nashville law firm of

athletics director for annual

Medical Group in Germantown.

alumni/daa_nom.pdf.
The deadline for nomina

Gregory J. Pease (JD)

athletic annual giving to assistant

nurse practitioner, opened

available online at
www.memphis.edu/

future issues of the Alumni

was promoted from director of

Deanne Speight (BSN), a

at Counterpart Communication

2007

A nomination form is

Julie Dodson (MA) is an

Kevin Todd (MBA) was named

to director of account services

38

of Tennessee Health Science

joined the law firm of Harris

ber of the Glankler Brown law

Lipman Tennessee Holocaust

Design.

medical school at the University

William P. Moss III (JD)

was named one of three Belz-

classroom work.

Angela Snider

Shon Johnson (JD) was
appointed the Young Lawyers

for more details
on this event.
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The University of Memphis Alumni Association expresses sympathy to the families and friends of the following individuals:

ALUMNI
(Listed alphabetically by graduation date)

1920s-30s
Grace Sims Dalton '36, April '08

1940S-50S
John E. Schwaiger '40, '60, Feb. '08
Lillian Griffin Grimes 47, May '08
James Marshall George '50, Feb. '08
Robert Edward Adams '54, Feb. 08
Nicholas Bartholomew Pesce '56, March '08
James Edward Bailey '56, Feb. '08
David Bernard "Bernie" Webb '56, April '08
David L. Grossman '57, Jan. '08
Hugh Hodgson '57, '72, Feb. '08
Charlie Boyd Perkins Jr. '57, April '08
Bill E. Burk '58, April '08
Clarence T. Grosser '58, '66, March '08
Wayne Plunk '58, Feb. '08
Donald Sadler '59, April '08

1960S-70S
Robert Addison Ginnaven Jr. '60, Feb. '08
Charles Larry Dale '62, March '08

Clarke Kinney '62, Feb. '08
Kay Brothers Fay '63, March '08
Eugene C. Church '64, '68, Feb. '08
Donnie Poague Hudson Bailey
'65, '72, '78, April '08
Mary K. Ellis '66, '69, Feb. '08
Charles Clayton Halford Jr. '68, April '08
Parks Hull Hicks '68, March 08
Robert Rea Higgins Jr. '68, Feb. '08
Oliver Thomas Robinson '68, April '08
Sister Rosa Maria Mattingly '69, '72, April '08
Nancy Gooch Luke '70, '82, March '08
Steven Murray Morris '70, April '08
Robert William Stedman '70, May '08
Paul Thomas Hicks '71, April '08
Thomas Boggs '72, May '08
Salomon "Sam" Gerlicki '72, '74, Feb. '08
Raymond C. Jablonski '72, '74, April '08
Edward Swann III '72, April '08
Joseph Guerry Wilson Jr. '72/75, March '08
Richard K. Mommsen Jr. '73, Aug. '07

Membership Matters

1980S-90S
Helen Juanice Capps '80, May '08
William Aaron Lorenz '80, April '08
Bristol Sherman Baggett '81, Feb. 08
Lisa West'81, May'08
Johnie D. Hill '84, April '08
David E. Morrison '86, Feb. '08
Gordon Edward Adams '90, March '08
Karen Walker Smith '96, '04, April '08
Scott Douglas Patterson '97, April '08
Leonard Pasley III '98, '00, April '08
Rebecca Neeley '98, June '08
Emily Jones Shrader '98, May '08

2000s
Christopher W. Morgan '02, May '08

FACULTY/STAFF
Dorothy Mae Duett, April '08
Eaden Francis Keith, Feb. '08

Annette Hardwick Lott '74, April '08
Vivian Barnett Warr '74, March '08
Ann Atkins Cobb '76, Feb. '08
Elisa A. Bell '77, March '08
Alan Nay Graham '77, Feb. '08

Dawn Craeter
(BBA '86)

University of Memphis
Alumni Association Life Member
University of Memphis Alumni
Association Board of Directors,
2000-2004, President, 2004,
Treasurer, 2002-2003
University of Memphis
Board of Visitors, 2004, 2005
University of Memphis Alumni Association
Spring Fling Committee Member 1997,
Logistics Chair 1998, Event Chair 1999
University of Memphis Alumni Association
Homecoming Golf Classic Committee Member
1997, Event Chair 1998, 1999, 2000 and 2001
Millington Area Chamber of Commerce,
Past President
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Developed Leadership Millington Program

Alumni Association

Developed Ambassador Board,
Millington Area Chamber of Commerce

National Executive Board of Directors: Martin Zummach (BS '85, JD'93),President; Mark Long (BSEE '85), Vice President for Membership;
Renee DeCutis (BS '83), Vice President of Programs and Events; Paul Jewell (BA '78), Vice President of Communications; Mike Neal (BBA '96, MA
'98), Vice President of Finance; Rob Evans (MBA '97), Past President; Kim Barnett (BBA '95, EMBA '99); Walter Crews (BPS '84,MS'91); Melinda
Edwards (BSEd '74, MPA '75); Terry Morris (BBA '91); Deanie Parker (MPA '88); CoreyPettigrew (BSEd '00, BA '01, MA '05); Jim Strickland (BBA
'86, JD '89); Judge Robert Childers (BBA '71,JD '74); Allie Prescott (BA '69, JD '72); Anita Vaughn (BA '77, MPA '83); Mark Schuermann (BA '90);
Cathy Ross (MBA '82)
Advisors to the Executive Director: John Lawrence (BS '70); Robert Wright (BS '77); John Koski (BA '88); Judge Diane Vescovo (JD '80)
National Executive Advisory Group Chairs: Barbara Mayo - Chair, Parents Club; Erin Duncan (BS '03) - Chair, Young Alumni Committee
Club and Chapter Presidents: Arts & Sciences: Eric Robertson (BA '03); AUSP: Kate Jolly (MA '05); Band: Greg Nelson (BA '88); Business &
Economics: Juloy Raymer (BBA '98); Engineering: MeLeah Henson (BSME '02, MS '04); Fraternity Alumni Advisory Council: Coble Caperton (JD
'79); Half Century Club : J.B. "Pappy" Latimer (BS '52); IMBA: Aymeric Martinoia (IMBA '04); Journalism: Mark Thompson (BA '82); Law: John
Bobango (JD '83); Luther C. McClellan: Andrew Bailey (BBA'00, MBA '05); Music Society: Tommie Pardue (BSD '68, MM '71); Nursing: Jessica
Edwards (BSN '02); Student Ambassador Board: Brent Ostram (pursuing degree); Theatre and Dance: Josie Helming (BFA '67); University
College: Dottie Spikner (BPS '95); Nashville Law:Todd Presnell (JD '95)
Out of Town Groups: Atlanta (Don Sparkman - BSEE '87); New England/Boston (Bob Canfield - BBA '59); Chattanooga (Amy Williams — BA
'03); Charlotte (John R. Bradford, III - EMBA '00); Chicago (Jeniene Wiseman - BSM '03); Dallas (Gary Crooms '81); Denver (Jason Smiley - BS
'98, MA '03); Eastern Pennsylvania (Connor Morganti - BA '96); Houston (Robert Stephens - BSEE '90); Jackson, MS; Jackson, TN; Los Angeles/
SoCal (Patricia Rainer - BA '75);Lower Alabama (Robert Murphree - BBA '76);Montgomery, AL; Nashville (Mike Dodd - JD '01); New Orleans
(Steven McCullar - BA '97); New York City (Janet Griffin - BS '95); Orlando (Katie Schwie Perrine - BA '00); San Antonio/Austin (Marcus Jones
- BEE '01);San Diego/ SoCal (Nirav Bhakta -BBA '03); St. Louis (Dennis Breakstone - BBA '92); Tampa (Bob Riggins - BBA '70, MS '80); Tulsa,
OK; Washington D.C. (Terry Rhea - BA '00)
Alumni Staff: Executive Director of the Uo'M Alumni Association and Director of Alumni and Constituent Relations: Tammy Hedges; Assistant
Director: Lauren Isaacman (BA '01, MA '05); Alumni Coordinators: Joe Biggers, Shawn Carter (BA '92, MS '04), Paula Espy, Ryan Jones (BA '05),
Hannah Newsom
Alumni Administrative Staff: Gwen Cook (pursuing BA), Jennah Green (BA '08), Lyndsi Potts (BFA '07), Diana Thompson
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

Bartlett Area Chamber of Commerce
and Chamber Ambassador Board's
Ambassador of the Year, 1993
Currently Chief Executive Officer,
FAA Credit Union
Recently served as Chief Financial Officer,
FAA Credit Union
Senior Vice President/Controller,
Bank of Bartlett, 1998-2008

As a past president of the University of Memphis Alumni Association
National Executive Board of Directors and the CEO of a credit union, I
understand the importance of membership. I would like to encourage
you to be True Blue and give back to your University by joining the
Alumni Association.
You can join by calling 901/678-ALUM or online at

www.memphis.edu/alumni.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

ALUMNI.
A S S O C I A T I O N
*
Advancing, connecting and engaging the University of Memphis family.
901/678-ALUM www.memphis.edu/alumni

